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1.1 Statement of the Problem 
The technique of prestressing structural components has found 
its way from bridge girders to complex structures such as domes. 
These structures, during their lives, may be subjected to the effects 
of a high energy detonation in the vicinity of the structure. The 
continued safety of the structure depends on the ability of the various 
structural components, including prestressed components, to withstand 
the maximum deformations and forces due to the dynamic loads. Also, 
from the standpoint of dem~lition activities, a knowledge of the 
behavior of a structure under impulse loading is necessary for the ef-
ficient placement of a detonation to result in catastropic collapse. 
Since the integrity of the structure as a whole is dependent on the 
integrity of the structural components, the purpose of this study is 
to develop a method of analysis for prestressed concrete beams subjected 
to the effec,ts of dynamic 1 oads, or combined s ta tis and dynamic 1 oads . 
1.2 Method of Approach 
The differential equations describing the response of a beam sub-
jected to various dynamic loadings have been derived and s~lved for 
simple cases (1) (2). The present study includes nonprismabc geometry 
and nonlinear stress-strain behavior of parts pf the eros~ section of 
1 
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the beam which make the closed form solutions of the differential equa-
tions highly complex. Therefore, a numericall procedure has been adopted 
which permits a solution for a range of material properties and geometry 
and which accounts for the influence of the history of response of the 
beam. 
The method developed herein takes into account material nonlinearity 
by constantly revising the flexural stiffness of the beam, as deformations 
occur. It is assumed that small deflection theory may be ~sed for accep-
table results before the collapse of the beam. 
The analysis is simplified by replacing the actual structure by a 
discrete framework, consisting of a finite number of bars, joints, con-
centrated point masses and springs, with properties based on the 
parameters of the original structure, such as geometry, boundary con-
ditons and material properties. 
The material of the beam is of steel, or concrete with bonded 
tendons, with or without nonprestressed reinforcement. The cross sec-
tion may be rectangular, I or T shaped and may vary in size along the 
beam. 
The analysis involves the evaluation of internal forces due to 
static and dynamic loads. Two types of dynamic loads are considered--
forces and impulses. The effects of dynamic loads are superimposed on 
the effects of static loads and collapse under specified collapse cri-
teria is checked. 
A computer program is developed to apply the method of analysis 
to the replacement structure, with · nume.rJc.al evaluation of behding 
moments, shears and deformations. 
1.3 Previous WQrk 
There has been some work reported on dynamic tests or pr~stressed 
concrete beams; however, very little work is found on the nonlinear 
3 
analysis of prestressed concrete beams subdected td dynamic loads. The 
following paragraphs summarize the past work and the important findings. 
Mukherjee (3) conducted tests on pretensioned concrete beams sub-
jected to drop hammer impluse loads and to sinusiodal pulsating forces. 
A mathematical analysis was presented for the elastic range using a 
single degree of freedom system. It was reported that the prestress 
force has insignificant effect on the natural frequency i" members with 
bonded tendons, and the damping coefficient can be considered 3 to 4 
per cent of critical damping. 
Dynamic tests were performed by Wadlin and Stewart (4) to compare 
the behavior of conventionally reinforced concrete beams arid pretensioned 
concrete beams. It was found that reinforced and prestressed beams 
which have almost identical static ultimate strength absorb approximately 
equal amounts of energy before crushing of the concrete occurs. No rein-
forcing bars or prestressing strands were broken. 
Miyamot'O and Allgood (5) tested post-tensioned unbonded concrete 
I 
beams in a blast simulator which applied an exp~nentially decaying·.load 
to the top surface of the beam. Based on the test results, a dynamic 
design procedure for blast type loading was prl!!sented. 
Takahasi (6) performed similar tests i,n a blast simulator using 
pretensioned concrete beams. It was reported that tensile stres~e5 are 
not produced in the top fiber of the beam at any time for either long- or 
short-duration dynamic loadings, and that the negative deflection due 
to rebound i-s not a great factor except for very short-duration loads. 
4 
Gladapo (7) compared the behavior of prestressed beams under static 
and dynamic loads~ from test results. Under dynamic loading prestressed 
concrete is much more elastic and has a greater capacity for energy 
absorption than under static loading. Dynamic loading also causes signif-
icant increases in the ultimate moment, the cracking strength, and the 
curvature at rupture. 
The damping characteristics of post-tensioned grouted beams under 
dynamic loading were investigated by Penzien (8). It was reported that 
under steady state conditions, internal damping may be less than per 
cent of critical if tension cracks are absent, and can be of the order 
of 2 per cent if tension cracks are allowed to develop on a microscopic 
scale, Under transient conditions, when the members have been dynamic-
ally loaded only a few times to produce considerable cracking, damping 
can be in the range of 3 to 6 per cent of critical. 
James, Lutes and Smith (9) reported that the damping characteristics 
of pretensioned and plain reinforced beams are in general the same. The 
damping does not appear to be viscous for small amplitudes of vibration, 
but does seem to approach a viscous state for higher amplitudes. 
Hamilton (10) conducted dynamic tests on pretensioned concrete beams 
and found that the ultimate dynamic moment capacity is about one and 
one~third times the ultimate static moment capacity. 
Coles and Hamilton (11) concluded from dynamic tests that bond 
failure does not seem to be a critical factor in pretensioned concrete 
beams subjected to repetitive dynamic loads. 
A few investigators utilized mathematical ~odels to analyze pre-
stressed concrete beams. Atkins (12) and Pierce (13) presented mathe-
matical analyses for nonlinear static response of pretensiohed~ and 
5 
post-tensioned concrete beams, respectively, using num~rical techniques. 
Dawkins (14) presented a method of analysis for the nonlinear dynamic 
response of reinforced concrete beam-columns. Guimaraes (15) and Riddle 
(16) extended the study performed by Dawkins (14) to analyze reinforced 
concrete arches and portal frames, respectively, subjected to dynamic 
loads. 
The present work is an extension of the work of Dawkins (14) 
incorporating prestress forces into the system. 
CHAPTER II 
METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
2.1 Mathematical Model 
The response of a beam to dynamic loading is dependent on the 
material behavior, the geometry of the beam, and the time history of the 
response. In order to account for the effects of all of these variables, 
a procedure combining mathematical modeling techniques with numerical 
integration of the resulting differential equations of motion has been 
used. The model used in this study is similar to the lumped parameter 
model applied to tunnel liner-packing systems by Dawkins (17). 
The lumped parameter model is composed of straight bars and spring 
elements which have fdrce-deformation characteristics derived from the 
properties of the original member. A typical arrangement of bars and 
springs is shown in Figure 1. Each bar is considered massless; with 
its distributed mass concentrated as point masses at the enqs of the 
bar. The bars are considered rigid and are interconnected by flexural 
hinges at their ends. The joints and the bars are identified with 
numbers from left to right, as shown in Figure 1. 
2.2 Assumptions 
In the sol.ution for static and dynamic loadings, the following 
assumptions are made: 
6 
r Massless Rigid -Coil Spring r Bar or Element · 
(l) (2) (i) (n) 
)It 
X 
0 t ~oint, Node i n Lumped Mass 
or Station 
Figure 1 . Mathematical Model 
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1. Plane sections remain plane; 
2. Deflections are small; 
3~ Loads and masses are concentrated at the joints; 
4. Loads and displacements occur in the plane of the beam; 
5. Dynamic effects are superimposed on the deformations resulting 
from static loads; 
6. Effects of shearing deformation and rotatory inertia are negli-
gib 1 e; 
7. Single degree of freedom at each joint (motion in the transverse 
~irection only) is sufficient to describe the deflected shape of the 
beam; and 
8. The beam does not fail due to bond. 
2.3 Cross Section Description 
i : 
Figure 2 shows.the general cross section of.the beam, as defined 
at the joints of the model. The cross section is divided into nine 
zones defined by lines parallel to the base. Each zone is further sub-
divided into segments, each segment with area Aj and with its centroid 
located.at a distance dj from the top of the section. 
Several layers of prestressing steel with layer area ASL at a dis-
tance dSL from the top of the section may be provide d. In addi tioh, 
· nonprestressed steel (reinforcement) at top and bottom with areas At and 
Ab may also be provided at distances dt and db, respectively, from the 








Figure 2. Cross Section 
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2.4 Sttess~Strain Curves 
A typical stress-strain curve for the materials of the cross sec-
tion is shown in Figure 3. The curve is divided into ten regions, five 
for tension and five for compression. 
2.5 Centroid of the Section 
The elastic centroidal distance d; for the· Gross section at joint 
i may be calculated considering the transformed area by the equation 
d1. = (I E A.d.+ E Atdt + E Abdb + I E ASLdSL)/(I EA. A. c J J s s . A sp A. c J 
1 SL 1 
+ EsAt + EsAb + AI EspASL) 
SL 
(2.1) 
where Ec, Es and Esp refer to the initial tangent modulus of concrete, 
' nonprestressed steel and prestr.essit;1g .steel, respectively. All the 
o~her variables have been defined itil section 2.3. The summations are 
extended to all the segments of the section, plus all the layers of 
prestressing steel and the nonprestressed steel. 
The elastic centroid of the settion at any joint is used as the 
reference axis for s4mming the moments of the segmenta 1 concrete forces 
and ~teel forces. The shifting of the neutral axis as the structure 
qeforms, d.ue to the stresses in some of the segments ·Of the cross sec-
tion in the inelastic range, is accounted for in the development of 
moment-curvature relationships. 
2.6 Moment-Curvature Rela.tionships 
For the static solution, the flexural stiffness at joint i, (EI)i, 




































Numerical procedures have been developed which may be used to approxi-
mate the moment-curvature relationship for a known cross section with a 
specified value of prestrain in the prestressing tendon (12) (14). Th~ 
prestrain value refers to the effective prestrain after all losses, 
except changes 'in ~tr~in due td bending· of the member (18). 
The procedure for the development of moment-curvature relationship 
may be outlined as follows: 
1. A strain profile is assumed, as shown in Figure 4(b), and the 
strains at the center of each concrete segment Ej' at the center of 
each prestressing steel level ESL' and at the center of top reinforce-
ment Et' and bottom reinforcement Eb' are calculated. The strain in 
the prestressing steel is equal to the strain in the concrete at the 
level of the stee_l plus the specified prestrain. 
2. Using stress-strain relationships defined in section 2.4~ the 
stress at the center of each concrete segment a j, at the center of each 
prestressing steel level crSL' and at the center -of top and bottom rein-
forcement crb and crt' respectively, can be calculated. Considering the 
centerline stress of each concrete segment to act over the entire area 
of the respective segment, a stress distribution results a~ shown in 
Figure 4(c}, 
3. The force on each concrete segment is the product of the seg-
ment area and its stress, A.a .. The force on each layer of prestressing 
J J 
steel is A5LcrSL and the forces on the top and bottom reinforcement are 
Atcrt and Abcrb, respectively. This results in a force di$tribution as 
shown in Figure 4(d). 
4. The net axial force is now found by algebraically summirig the 














(b) Assumed Strain 




















tolerance, should be equal to zero for equilibrium. 
5. If equilibrium is not achigved, a pew strain profile is assumed 
and steps 1 through 4 are repeated. 
bnce the net axial force is within the specified tolerance, the 
moment on the section can be approximated by summing the moments of the 
segmental concrete forces and steel forces about the elastic centroid: 
M~ = } (A jcr j )( d j - di) + AL ASL cr SL ( dSL - di) 
~i SL 
+ Atcrt (dt - di) + Abcrb (db - di). (2.2) 
The curvature of the section at joint i can be computed as 
(2.3) 
where Etop is the strain in the concrete at the top fiber and c is the 
distance from the top of the beam to the neutral axis. 
It is assumed that tensile strains are positive, and curvatures are 
positive if they produce compressive strains at the top of the section. 
To represent the moment-curvature relationship at joint i, 10 values 
of curvature and the corresponding moments, 5 points for positive bending 
and 5 points for negative bending, are generated using the above proce-
du"re. The extreme points are generated to produce the strains at the 
extreme fiber, top or bottom, of the cross section as defined by the 
maximum compressive strain given by tha stress-stra~n curve for concrete. 
The intermediate points are generated by defining their curvatures to be 
fractions of those at the extremes. 
The moment-curvature relationship developed above, shown in figure 
) L · L · 5(a , relates Mi and ¢i' where Mi is the moment due to the applied loads, 
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(c) Mi - ¢i Relationship 
Figure 5. l~oment-Curvature Relationships 
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The M~ - ~· curve for each cross section is replaced by two moment-, 1 
curvature relationships: (l) the moment-curvature effects produced by 
the prestressing forces only; and (2) the moment-curvature effects pro-
duced by all other internal stress resultants. 
The moment-curvature curve relating the moment due to the prestress 
forces to curvature, M~ - ¢i, is generated simultaneously and at the 
same curvature values as for the M~ - ¢i relationship. Figure S(b) 
illustrates theM~ - ¢i relationship. 
The second moment-curvature relationship, illustrated in Figure 
5(c), is obtained from 
L p M. = M. + M. 
1 1 1 
(2.4) 
where Mi is the moment due to the stress resultants in the concrete and 
nonprestressed steel. 
This separation of effects allows the moment on a cross section to 
be expressed as 
L - P M. = (EI). ¢· - M. 
1 1 1 1 
(2.5) 
where (EI)i is the _bending stiffness at joint i. For monotonically in-
creasing curvatures, (EI); is the secant modulus obtained from the 
Mi - ¢; curve at any curvature. For unloading it is assumed that the 
M. component of moment decreases according to the dashed line shown in 
1 
Figure 5(c), in which case (EI)i is equal to the slope of the initial 
linear portion of the curve. 
2.7 Effect of Prestress Force 
Atk11s (12) .and Pierce (13) have shown that the effect of prestress 
moment can be represented by transverse loads at the joints of the model. 
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For the case where M~ is moment due to prestress at joint i, transverse 
forces are applied at joints i-1, i, and i+l as shown in Figure 6. 
2.8 Static Solution 
2.8.1 Equilibrium Eguations 
Free body diagrams of bar i and joint i are shown in Figure 7. 
For equilibrium of bar i: 
1 eads to 
where 
-M. l + M. 1- . 1 
h 
Vi = shear in bar i; 
M. = bending moment at joint j; and 
J 
h = length of the bar. 
For equilibrium of joint i: 




p p p 
M. l 2M. M.+l 1- 1 1 
vi- vi+l + Qi- n-+ -h-- -h-= 0 
M~ = prestress moment at joint j; and 
J 
Q. = applied external transverse static load. 
1 
Substituting Equation (2.6) into Equation (2.7) yields 
p p p 
M. l 2M. M.+l 
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(b) Assumed Equivalent Forces 
Figure 6. Effect of Prestress Moment 
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The change in angle between adjacent bars at joint i is obtained from 
' where 
as 
-8. + 8.+1 = -(-v. 1 + v.)/h + (-v. + v.+1)/h 1 1 1- 1 . 1 1 (2.9) 
8j =slope of bar j; and 
v. ~ deflection of joint j in y direction. 
J 
The average curvature at joint i, ¢i' is given by 
-¢. + ¢·+1 
,!, = 1 1 
'~'i h (2. 10) 






Combining Equations (2.8), (2.9), (2. 10), and (2.11) gives an equa-
tion of the form: 
a.v. 2 + b.v. 1 + c.v. + d.v.+l + e.v.+2 = f. 1 1- 1 1- 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 (2.12) 
where 
a. = (EI). 1; 
1 1-
b. = -2[(EI). l + (EI).]; 
1 1- 1 
c. 
1 
= (EI)i-l + 4(EI); + (EI)i+l; 
d. 
1 
= -2[(EI); + (EI)i+l]; 
e. 
1 
= (EI)i+l; and 
f, = h3Q. - h 2 (M~ p p 
1 1 1 -1 - 2M; + M; + l ) . 
2.8.2 Solution of Equations 
Evaluation of the coefficients in Equation (2.12) at every joint 
results in a set of simultaneous equations in the unknown joint 
21 
displacement v. The form of the simultaneous equations is shown in 
Figure 8. These equations are efficiently solved by a two-pass elimina-
tion procedure, a variation of the well known Gauss elimination procedure 
for solving simultaneous equati6ns. On the initial pass, the equations 
are reduced to the form: 
v. 
1 
- A - i + 8ivi+l + Civi+2 (2.13) 
where 
A. = D.(E.A. l + a.A. 2 - f i) ; 1 1 1 1- 1 1-




D. = -1/(E.B. l + a.c. 2 +c.); 1 1 1- 1 1- 1 
and 
E. = a.B. 2 +b .. 1 1 1- 1 
At the initial joint 0, a0 and b0 are both equal to zero. The 
values of A1, B1 and c1 may be obtained from the known values of the 
coefficients of Equation (2.12) starting at the initial joint 0 and pro-
ceeding to the final joint n. At joint n, the coefficients dn and en 
are zero, resulting in zero values for both Bn and en. Therefore, a 
solution for vn is obtained from Equation (2.13). Likewise, at joint 
n-1, C 1 will be zero and v 1 may be obtained from Equation (2.13). n- n-
All other values of v1, starting at joint n-2 and proceeding to joint 0 
are c~lculated by Equation (2.13). 
In the computer program to further simplify the complete solution, 
three fi cti ti ous nodes are added at each end of the beam. No 1 oad or 
stiffness data exists for these fictitious nodes. In the computation of 
cava + dovl + eov2 
b1v0 + c1v1 + dlv2 + e1v3 
• 
a2vo + b2vl + c2v2 + d2v3 + e2v4 
a3vl + b3v2 + c3v3 + d3v4 + e3v5 
a.v. 2 + b.v. 1 11- 1"1- + c.v. + d.v.+l l 1 1 1 + eivi+2 















the coefficients A;, Bi and c1 the fictitious extensions to the beam 
automatically generate the required zeros at each end of the Equation 
(2.12). These zero terms are the means by which the recursion process 
gets started and then turns around at the far end so that deflections 
·r 
may be calculated. This process eliminates the necessity:.for specializ-
" 
ing the coefficients for the end conditions (19). 
2.8.3 Iterative Procedure for Static Solution 
To start the recursive solution described above, the beam is 
assumed to be linearly elastic and the ,prestress moment and elastic 
flexural stiffness at zero curvature, Figure 5, are introduced in Equa-
tion (2.12). The solution process is carried out as specified in section 
2.8.2 and a trial deflected shape is obtained. The curvatures may now 
be calculated using ~quations (2.9) and (2.10) for each j9in~. With 
these curvatures and the moment-curvature relationships for each joint, 
new values of flexural stiffness ang prestress-moment are calculated 
and another trial solution is made. As the external loading and 
restraint conditions are held constant, each trial solution more closely 
approximates the actual nonlinear behavior of the bea~. This iterative 
procedure is repeated until the deflection computed for each joint no 
longer changes, within some tolerance, for two successive trials. 
2.8.4 Curvatures, Moments and Shears 
The curvature at joint i can be obtajned by combining Equations 
(2.9) and (2.10): 
v. 1 2v1. + v1.+1 
~ . = --=-1 --'-------;;~___;;.,.....:.. 
1 h2 
(2. 14) 
The moments M1 and M~ are obtained from the moment-curvature 
curves, for the curvature given by Equation (2.14). 
Finally, the moment due to the applied loads at joint i, M~, is 
obtained from Equation (2.4). 
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The shear force due to the applied loads for bar i can be computed 
from: 
L L 
L -M. 1 + M. 1- 1 
vi = h (2.15) 
2.9 Dynamic Solution 
2.9.1 Equilibrium Equations 
Free body diagrams of bar i and joint i are shown in Figure 9. 
For equilibrium of bar i: 
leads to 
(2.16) 
For equilibrium of joint i: 
leads to 
p p p 
M. l 2M. M.+l 1- 1 1 .. 
V;- vi+l + Qi + Qdi- -h-+ 11- -h-- mivi = 0 (2. 17) 
Qdi = applied dynamic load at joint i in y direction at time t; 
v1 = acceleration of mass mi at joint i in y direction at time t; 
dnd the other variables are defined in section 2.8.1. 
(a) Free
body of
 Bar i 
/.j ~~ 
IQdi 


















+ V.) 7 
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Equation (2.17) is the differential equation for motion and if all 
,,. 
forces are known at time t, the acceleration can be calculated: 
p p p 
1 M. l 2M. M.+l .. ( ' 1- 1 1 
vi = mi Vi - Vi+ 1 + Qi + Qdi - -h- + -h- - -h-) · (2.18) 
2.9.2 Iterative Procedure for Dynarnic Solution 
At the beginning of the dynamic process, when a dynamic force is 
applied, it will transmit initial accelerations or initial velocities to 
the point masses of the structure. Initial dynamic displacements are 
zero, because the structure is at rest, although deformed under the 
stad c 1 oads. 
Subsequent values of dynamic displacements, velocities and accelera-
tions are found by a step-by-step numerical integration procedure, using 
the 11 Beta Method .. developed by Newmark (20). It is assumed that the 
accelerations of the joints vary linearly with time during a small time 
interval ~t. If the values of acceleration, velocity and displacement 





The solution is started by assuming values of acceleration, Yt+~t' 
at every joint in the beam. These assumed values enable ~alues of 
velocities and displacements, ~t+~t and vt+~t' respectively, to be ob-
tained from the above Equations (2.19) and (2o20). The displacements 
calculated are then used to calculate curvatures from Equation (2.14). 
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The moments M; and M~ are obtained from the moment-curvature curves, 
and the shears are calculated from Equation (2.16). New estimates of 
the accelerations vt+L'It are now obtained using Equation (2.18). These 
calculated values of accelerations are compared with the assumed values, 
and if agreement is not satisfactory, the process is repeated with the 
calculated accelerations being used as the new assumed values. When 
satisfactory agreement is obtained between the assumed and the calculated 
accelerations, the curvatures, moments and shears due to the combined 
action of static and dynamic loads can be obtained from the procedure 
described in section 2.8.4. Finally, the moment-curvature curves are 
adjusted for each joint to account for strain history and the iterative 
process is repeated for the next time interval. 
2.9.3 Dynamic Loads 
The dynamic forces Qdi used in Equation (2.1)) vary with time and 
may be considered as a product of a function of time F(t) by a constant 
load parameter: 
(2.21) 
The parameter qdi is a function of x and has a maximum value of unity, 
and results in a sinusoidal or uniform pressure distribution. 
The function F(t) considered in this study may be represented by 
the diagram shown in Figure lO(a), where F is the peak value of the m . 
pulse, tr is the rise time~ and td is the decay time. The diagram of 
Figure lO(b) may be obtained from the first diagram by setting tr = 0, 
which will produce a force applied instantaneously at time,.t = 0 with 
its maximum value. 
F(t) 
F(t) 
(a) Time Function for a Force Pulse 
(b) Time Function for a Force Pulse With 
t = 0 r 





Two types of dynamic loadings are considered in this study: forces 
and impulses. For the first type of loading, the intensity of t.he force 
pulse at timet is given by Equation (2.21); where F(t) is evaluated at 
each time, according to diagrams of Figure 10. 
The initial displac~ments, velocities and accelerations, a:t time 
t = 0, for a force pulse are: 
v. = 0; 
1 . 
vi = 0; and 
Vi = F(O) X qdi/mi. 
For impulse loading, F(t) i,s made equal to zero at all times. The 
initial displacements, velocities and accelerations at timet= 0 for 
an impulse are: 
Vi = 0; 
. 
vi = peak x qdi/mi; and 
v. = 0. 
1 
2.9.4 Stability and Convergence of Numerical 
Integration 
Stability and convergence of the iterative process outlined in 
section 2.9.2 are governed by the length of the time interval lit. 
Newmark (20) has shown that stability and convergence are assured if lit· 
is approximately l/5 to 1/6 of the shortest natural period of vibration 
of the model. 
An equivalent uniform beam is used to determine the required time 




(EI)e = ~ .L (EI)i 
1=1 
(EI)e = bending stiffness of equivalent uniform beam; 
n = total number of joints in the model; and 
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(EI)i =bending stiffness of joint i obtained from Equation (2.11). 
The mass per unit length of the equivalent beam is 
n 
Jl=Ll L (m.) 
i =1 1 
Jl = mass per unit length of equivalent beam; 
L = total length of beam; and 
m. =concentrated mass at joint i. 
1 
If the equivalent mass is replaced by a lumped parameter model 
having n joints as shown in Figure ll(a), the highest mode of lateral 
vibration of this model for small deflections will be as shown in Figure 
ll(b). The period of free vibration for this mode can be written as 
2 
T - 'ITL / Jl 
~- 2(n-1) 2 (EI)e 
T~ 
and the time interval ~t for the dynamic solution is taken as 10 . 
The procedure described above is sufficient for those structures 
which have only limited variations in cross section geometry along the 
length of the beam. For other cases, the time interval must be calcu-
lated from a more complete estimate of true structural behavior (17). 
Flexural Hin{e, 
Stiffness = EI)e/n 
t•1assless Point t·1ass = 
I· h + h + h ·I· h ---1 
(a) Lumped Parameter Model of Equivalent Uniform Beam 
(b) Assumed Displacements 





DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM 
3.1 General 
The analytical procedure described in the preceding chapter has 
been programmed for solution on a digital computer. The program is 
written in the ASA FORTRAN language and should require only minor re-
visions to be operable on any computer having a storage capacity of 
approximately 25,000 word equivalents. On machines operating with a 
word size of less than 60 binary bits (15 significant decimal figures), 
double .. ,precision arithmetic must be used. 
A summary flow diagram for the program, named DYNPCB, is shown in 
Figure 12. The static solution is controlled by subroutine STATIC for 
which the summary flow diagram is shown in Figure 13. Subroutine DYNAM 
controls the dynamic solution process and the corresponding summary flow 
diagram is shown in Figure 14. A complete FORTRAN listing of the pro-
gram is included in Appendix A. 
3.2 Input Information 
The program is developed to generate automatically as much of the 
required data as possible in order to minimize the amount of input data 
and to permit the solution of as many problems as desired on • single 




cation of run 
Read identifica-









Go through the static 
process and solve for 
static displacements 
and internal forces 
No 
Go through the dynamic 
process and solve for 
dynamic displacements, 
internal forces~ veloci-
ties and accelerations 
Return for new problem 
Figure 12, Summary Flowchart of Program DYNPCB 
33 ·, 
Set an iteration counter 
ITER = 0 
~----------------~ c 
Define prestress moment and 
· flexural stiffness 
Compute matrix coefficients a; through f· 
Compute continuity coefficients A1, Bi' C~ 
Yes 
Reset continuity coefficients for 
specified deflections 
Compute deflections and curvatures 
Increase iteration counter 
ITER + ITER + 1 
Yes 














Set time t = 0 
Determine initial time interval lit 
J 




Increment time t by lit 
t + t + lit 
J 
Set a.n iteration counter ITER = 0 
J 
·9etermi ne value of ttme function F(t) 
at time t 
~ 
AssulJle acce 1 era ti ons at end of time iritefval 
equal to those at the beginning of ti:me i nterva 1 
..... 
.... \lt 
~alculate dynamic displacements and velocities 
based on assumed accelerations 
1 
I Ga 1 cul ate curvatures I 
J 
Determine internal moment from 
moment-curvature relationships 
,I, 
I Calculate accelerations I 
' & 




Increase iteration counter 
ITER + ITER + 1 
Restore time at 
initial of time 
interval and ~--< 
divide time 
interval by 2 
At + At/2 
Adjust moment-curvature relationship 
for possible permanent sets 















The input data are arranged in tabular form, and the general input se-
quence and the constraints to the program are described below. 
3.2,1 Identification of Run 
The execution of the program starts by reading the identification 
of the run, 
3.2.2 Identification of Problem 
The problem identification card enables the solution of as many 
problems as desired on a single run. 
3.2.3 Table 1--Problem Control Data 
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If some of the input data for a succeeding problem is same as for 
the previous prob,lem, those input data can be retained by a 11 KEEP 11 option. 
At the option of the user, static solution and/or dynamic solution 
can be performed. The dynamic effects are superimposed on static effects. 
A time limit is specified to determine the length of time to which 
the solution is to be carried for each dynamic loading. A time limit 
of two or three times the fundamental period of lateral vibration of 
the beam should be sufficient for most problems. 
The time interval ~t for the numerical integration process may be 
approximately one-tenth of the shortest natural period of the lumped 
parameter model, as discussed in section 2.9.4. The user may input 
this time interval or may let the program calculate it internally. For 
the fo~e-pulse type of loading, this interval may not be less than one-
tenth of the time. of rise or time of decay of the pulse. 
The program automatically cuts the time interval by one-half if 
more than ten iterations are required during any time step before con-
vergence of the numerical integration process is achieved. This 
condition is usually attributable to too large a time interval and can 
usually be corrected by reducing the time interval. 
The solution process is made efficient by the 11 type 11 and 11 Simpli-
city11 specifications, For example, if a reinforced concrete beam is 
specified, the subroutines pertinent to a prestressed concrete beam 
are skipped; and, if the structure is specified as prismatic, the pro-
gram calculates the centroid, moment-curvature relationship, etc, only 
once. 
The program internally calculates the mass and self weight of the 
beam, and the effect of the self weight can be added to the solution 
through the 11 Self weight 11 option. 
The program assumes a maximum of 45 joints in the replacement 
structure. By changing only the dimension statements, an increased 
number of joints may be considered. 
3.2.4. Table 2--Cross Section Description 
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The cross section is described at joints where changes in the cross 
section occur. The general form of the cross section assumed in the 
solution is shown in Figure 2. The cross section is divid~d into nine 
regionso Each region is further subdivided according to the Segment 
Number provided as input data and there are 30 such segments present. 
It is assumed that there are a maximum of three materials present in 
the beam: concrete, prestressed steel, and non~prestressed reinforcement. 
The depth of each region may change from joint to joint; however, 
the segment number assighed to each region must be the same at every 
cross section. A region may be eliminated at any cross section by 
assigning the same depth to the top and bottom of the region. Top and 
bottom flange widths and the web thickness may vary along the beam. 
Reinforcement description'is required for every station at which 
a change in reinforcement occurs. If the reinforcement is absent in 
the beam, reinforcement description is not needed. The reinforcement 
can be specified at the top and/or bottom of the cross section, con-
tinuous or intermittent, 
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It is assumed that there are a maximum of 10 1 ayers of prestressri ng 
steel across the cross section. The profile of a steel layer may vary 
as segments of a straight line or as a parabola. 
3.2.5 Table 3~~stress-Strain Curves 
A typical stress-strain curve for the material of the cross sec-
tion is shown in Figure 3. A stress-strain curve needs to be specified 
for each material of the cross section. The curve is assumed to be 
made up of straight lines between the input values of stress and strain. 
The ten points required for each curve must include the coordinates of 
five points in the negative region and five points in the positive 
region. The curve is assumed to pass through the point stress equals 
zero and strain equals zero~ and this' point need not be included as 
input, 
3.2.6 Table 4--S.pecified Deflections 
The program can handle simple, continuous and overhanging beams. 
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Fixed support condition cannot be input. A sufficient number of supports 
must be provided to restrain all possible displacements of the beams as 
a rigid body. The program is developed to include only unyielding later-
al supports at the joints. The accelerations and velocities of the 
masses at these supports are set equal to zero in the dynamic solution. 
3.2.7 Table 5--Static Loads 
Static loads are specified at the joints only in the transverse 
direction and may be either distributed or concentrated. Loads directed 
toward the positive direction of y-axis, Figure 1, are considered 
positive. 
3.2.8 Table 6--Dynamic Loads 
The effects of each dynamic loading are superimposed on the effects 
of static loads. The program is arranged to permit the solution for a 
number of different dynamic loadings and each dynamic solution is 
treated independently of other dynamic loadings. 
Applied dynamic loads are assumed to act over the full length of 
the beam and may be either impulse loadings or forces having triangular 
force-time histories. Loads directed toward the positive direction of 
y-axis, Figure 1, are considered positive. 
3.2.9 Collapse Parameters 
Since the primary purpose of this study is to determine the magni-
tude of the dynamic load required to' cause' collapse of the beam, it 
is necessary to establish limits on the response of the beam which con-
stitute collapse. The three collapse modes selected are excessive 
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lateral displacement, shear failure, and excessive compressive strain 
in the outermost fiber of the cross section as established by the most 
negative strain value of the stress-strain curve. The limits on these 
collapse modes must be provided as input data for the computer program. 
The input shear strength may be calculated based on the shear strength 
of concrete and web reinforcement (21). Each limit is compared with the 
calculated response of the beam at every joint at the end of each time 
step and if any one of these limits is exceeded, the beam is considered 
to have collapsed due to the combined effects of static and dynamic 
forces. 
3.2.10 End of Run 
A blank card is required at the end of the data deck to terminate 
the program. 
3.3 Output .Information 
The complete list of input data is printed as the data are read. 
Calculated results are printed according to an option specified by the 
user. 
Two options are provided for output of effects due to static and 
dynamic loads. The first option includes a complete printing of the 
lateral displacements and bending moments at every joint, and the shear 
in each bar of the model for static loads. The second option provides 
only a printout of the location and. magnitude of the maximum value of 
each of the above quantities. For the dynamic response, the above 
results are printed for every time step; in addition, the location, 
time and mode of collapse are also output. 
Sample output for the example problems of Chapter IV is included 
in Appendix C. 
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CHAPTER IV 
DEMONSTRATION OF PROGRAM 
4.1 General 
In order to illustrate the solution capability of the program and 
demonstrate its use, and also to verify the accuracy of the method of 
analysis, several problems have been solved, and the results compared 
with those obtained by conventional closed form solutions or by methods 
used by other investigators. These problems are described and the solu-
tions from the computer program are discussed in this chapter. Sample 
coding listings for data input and selected printo.ut sheets for all 
example problems are presented in Appendix C. 
4.2 Example Solutions 
4.2.1 Problem Pl: Static and Dynamic Solution 
of a Wide Flange Stee-l Beam--Elastic Response 
AISC Wl6x88 wide flange beam, shown in Figure 15, is simply sup-
ported on 40 ft span and subjected to a uniformly distributed static 
load of 1 kip/ft. This problem was also solved by Dawkins (14) using 
both closed form solution and his program IMPBC for analysis of beam-
columns under impluse loadings. The results obtained by Dawkins and 
by this program DYNPCB are summarized in Figure 16. The slight differ-





I I r I 
Wl6x88 
L = 40 I 
(a) Static Loading 
Sinusoidal 
I = 2.0 sin nx/L 
m (lb-sec/in) 
I 
I ~ ~~ » 
>I 
L = 40 I ,, 
(b) Impulse Loading 
Figure 15. Data for Problem Pl: Static 
and Dynamic Loading of 




Dawkins (14) Results 
Closed Form from Program from Program 
Quantity Solution IMPBC DYNPCB 
Static Lo.adi ng 
Maximum moment ; 3 3 2.400xlo3 at mid-span (in-lb) 2 AOOOxlO 2o4000xl0 
Maximum deflection 
at mid-span (in) -1.5738 -1.5954 -1.5936 
D~namicLoading 
Time = 2.6538xlo-2 
Maximum moment 
2,7803xl03 2.7675xl03 2.7568xlo3 at mid-span (in-lb) 
Maximum deflection 
at mid-span (in) -L 7715 -1.7885 -lo7806 
Natural Period (sec) 0.1056 0 0 1062 0. l 061 
Figure 16. Problem Pl: Static and Dynamic Solution of Wide 
Flange Steel Beam 
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joints in the beam; however, such an increase will result in increased 
computation time and, in view of the close agreement obtained, is un-
warranted, 
The above beam is subjected to a sinusoidal impulse loading as 
shown in Figure 15(b). No static load is applied. The results obtained 
by Dawkins(l4) and by program DYNPCB are summarized in Figure 16. 
The period of vibration is obtained through the quarter period of vibra-
tion from the computer output, 
The closed form solution for the deflection and bending moment at the 




v = __!!]. sin pt; and mp 
v = displacement; 
Im 
sin pt mp 
Im = Impulse at mid-Span; 
m = mass per unit length; 
t = time; 
L = length of span; 
ML = bending moment at mid-span; 
(EI) = bending stiffness; and 
p = fundamental natural circular frequency; 
= i /I[ 
2 m • L 
4.2.2 Problem-P2: Static and- Dynamic Solution 
of a Reinforced- Concrete Beam--Inelastic Response 
A rectangular, singly reinforced concrete beam on simple supports 
with a span of 15 ft is subjected to static and dynamic loads as shown 
in Figure 17. The stress-strain curves for concrete and reinforcement 
are also shown in Figure 17o The response of the beam is observed by 
superimposing the effects of impulse loading and force pulse loading 
to the static effects separately. 
The solution indicates that the beam undergoes inelastic deforma-
tion due to the combined static and impulse loads and fails due to the 
specified deflection limitation. The results obtained by Dawkins (14) 
and program DYNPCB are compared in Figure 18. 
4.2o3 Problem P3: Static and Dynamic Solution 
of a Rectangular Prestress-ed Concrete 
Beam--Elastic Response 
A rectangular prestressed concrete beam with parabolic tandon is 
subjected to static and combined static and impulse loads. The beam 
cross section, loading, and stress-strain curves for concrete and pre-
stressing steel are shown in Figure 19. The closed form solution and 
the computer program solution are summarized for the mid-span of the 
beam in Figure 20, 
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The small error in static solution can be reduced by increasing 
the number of joints at the expense of added computer time. The closed 
form solution for the combined static and impulse loads is obtained by 
combining the closed form solution of impulse loading and the computer 
soluticrn for static loading.. This is done to eliminate any carry~over 
12 11 10
11 
(a) Beam Cross Section 
Si nusoi da 1 





~.· 15' . 1 
(c) Impulse Loading 




(e) Concrete Stress-Strain Curve 
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500 lb/ft 
l I I 1 I I l 
~ 15' ,I 






(d) Force Pulse Loading 
50 cr(ksi) ,....------
2 4 6 8 
--~~-.--.--+~~~~--~-E 
-10 ( 1 0-3 i n I i n ) -8 -6 -4 -2 
.-so 
(f) Steel Stress-Strain Curve 
Figure 17. Data for Problem P2: Static and Dynamic Loading of 
Reinforced Concrete Beam 
Results from Results from 
Dawkins ( 14) Program 
Quantity Program I~1PBC DYNPCB 
Static Loadins 
~~a xi mum moment 
l.6876xl05 l,6876xl05 at mid-span (in-lb) 
Maximum deflection 
at mid-span (in) -0.3728 -0.3728 
Combined Static 
and Impulse Loadi n9 
Time = 2.2980xlo-3 
Maximum moment 
4.3312xl05 4.3397xl05 at mid-span (in-lb) 
Maximum deflection 
at mid-span (in) -3.0040 -3.0283 
Combined Static 
ana Force Pulse 
Loading 
Time = l ,6756xlo-3 
~1aximum moment 
l .6880xl05 l ,68'8lxl05 at mid-span (in-lb) 
Maximum deflection 
at mid-span (in) -0.3731 -0.37 31 
Figure 18, Problem P2: Static and Dynamic Solution of 
Reinforced Concrete Beam 
50 
Parabolic Tendon 
Effective Prestrain = 0.0056 20 11 I~ -i 
21
11 HD .,____---JJ . 
24' ~----------~ 
(a) Tendon Profile 
3.6 k/ft 
24' -------~ 
(c) Static Loading 
(e) Concrete Stress-Strain 
Curve 
(b) Cross Section 
Impulse Loading 
Im = 10 sin nx/L 
ff111~ 
~ 
I~ 24' ~I 
(d) Dynamic Loading 
(f) Steel Stress-Strain Curve 
Figure 19. Data for Problem P3: Static and Dynamic Loading of 




Closed Form Program 
Quantity Solution DYNPCB 
Static Loadin9 
Maximum moment 
3.11 04xl 06 3, ll04xl06 at mid-span {in-lb) 
Maximum deflection 
at mid-span (in) -0.0569 -0.0592 
Combined Static and 
.QL_narnic Loading 
-4 Time = 4,2050xl0 · 
Maximum moment 
3.6932xl06 3.702lxl06 at mid-span (in-lb) 
Maximum deflection 
at mid-span (in) -0.0908 -0.0908 
Figure 20. Problem P3: Static and Dynamic Solution of 
Rectangular Prestressed Concrete Beam 
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errors from static results and to properly compare the dynamic results. 
The computer program predicts the response of the beam for static and 
dynamic effects satisfactorily, as is seen in Figure 20. 
4.2.4 Problem P4: Static and Dynamic Solutton 
of a Prestressed Concrete !-Beam 
A prestressed concrete !-beam is subjected to a live load of 1000 
lb/ft and to an impulse laod of 40 lb-sec/in., as shown in Figure 21. 
A se 1 f-wei ght option is specified to include the effects of dead 1 oad 
of the girder. The dyanamic effects are superimposed on the effects of 
the static loads. In addition to the prestressing strands, the girder 
has conventional reinforcement near the top of the section. The deflect-
ed shape of the beam at various time intervals is shown in Figure 22. 
The beam fails due to excessive shear forces. The input shear strength 
is based on the shear strength of concrete and web reinforcement (21). 
The shear failure made is due to the fact that the span-depth ratio is 
relatively small. 
The peak value of the impulse load is varied to observe the time 
required for the failure of the beam, and to estimate the minimum im-
pulse load necessary to cause failure.· This variation is shown in 
Figure 23. The curve flattens at approximately 30 lb-sec/in. level, 
implying that the minimum impulse load necessary to cause failure of 
the beam is somewhat closer to this v~lue. 
Selected output sheets for a peak impulse value of 40 lb-sec/in. 
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11 · 1• 0.. { of beam tl' ;:· ::r:·~r -,. 7 s;; ·:.: -6'~'i /2 #5 Re-bars 
l 
I 
L 1 L2 L2 L 2 L5 
Nos. of 3/811 ~strands. 
Effective prestrain = 0.0048 
30 I 
(b) Tendon Profile 
1 k/ft plus dead load 
(c) Static Loading 
Impulse loading 
Im = 40 sin 1rX/L 
~ 
(d) Dynamic Loading 
Figure 21. Data for Problem P4: Static and Dynamic 
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~ 0.00 sec (static load only) 
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6 3.050 x 10-3 sec (at beam failure) 
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Figure 23. Variation of Impulse Load and Time for 






SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
5.1 Summary 
A method of analysis of prestressed concrete beams with bonded ten-
dons subjected to dynamic loads or combined static and dynamic loads 
has been developed using a discrete-element model representing the actual 
structure. 
The method employs small deflection theory and .a single degree of 
freedom (motion in the transverse direction only), to determine the 
effects due· to static and dynamic loads. However, the method takes 
into account material nonlinearity by constantly revising the flexural 
stiffness at selected sections of the structure, as deformations occur 
under transient loads. 
Dynamic loadings may be taken .. in the forms cif impulses or time 
' - ~· 
dependent pulses. The dynamic solution· is obtained usirg Newmark•s 
Beta Method, based on linear variation of acceleration. 
A computer program is written t0 handle a large variety of prob-
lems, such as steel, reinforced concrete, and prestressed concrete beams, 
with prismatic or variable cross sections. Solutions obtained using 





The following conclusions can be drawn based on the present study: 
1. The sma 11 deflection theory and the single degree of freedom 
system are sufficient to predict the effects of dynamic 1 oads on beams. 
2. The computation time can be reduced significantly through the 
moment-curvature relationships, compared to working with the stress-
strain curves of the materials of the structure throughout. 
3. The model and the program developed can be utilized to predict 
the intensity of impulse loading necessary to cause collapse of indivi-
dual structural members. 
5.3 Recommendations 
Future extensions of the model and the program may include the 
study of: 
l, Deformations due to shear forces and the inertial resistance 
to rotational acceleri'tion of the beam cross section. THese two factors 
may influence the dynamic response appreciably if the span-depth ratio 
of the beam is relatively small (22). 
2. The dynamic behavior of prestressed con' crete beams with unbonded 
tendons" The behavior of these beams may 'be s4gnifi cantly different 
from that of beams with bonded tendons due to the relative slip between 
the tendon and the concrete. 
3. The effect of rebound or reversal of curvature on the moment-
curvature relationship. In section 2.6 it is assumed thdt unloading 
of the beam takes place according to th~ slope of the initial portion of 
the moment-curvature curve, Figure 5(c). For very short~duration dynamic 
loadings, rebound is found to be a ~ignificant fact9r (6) .. The· energy 
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absorbed by the system is suddenly released when the beam rebounds and the 
beam may develop serious tension cracks due to negative deflection. 
4. Effects of loadings other than those presently provided for in 
the program. The results obtained by the program cannot b~ compared with 
the test results mentioned in Section 1.3, since the test loadings differ 
greatly with the loadings shown in Figure 10. 
Experimental research should also be perlformed with the purpose of 
evaluating the method developed and the results obtained with the program. 
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APPENDIX A 
LISTING OF PROGRAM DYNPCB 
62 
C>---->> ~AI~ F~OGR~~ CYNPCP. 
c 
c 
IMPLICIT REAL* 3 I .A-h 0-l I 
LOGICAL NDLS 
COMMON I !ONTFN I Iflll401, 102(191, NPROB 
CiJ .. ~Cf'. I CCNTRL I DT!ME, Tl!M, IDOPT, ISE.LFW, ISOPT, !STAT, 
1 I STYPE, KEEP( 71, NDL, NDLS, NOUT 
COioii<CN TIMEFN I PE~K(20 1, TP., TO, IDTP, ILTP, 
l ITYPEI201, KEYl, ';<;ETS 
COMMON LOAD!S I PHII501, 0(451, 011451, Vt451, VDI451 
DATA IeLANK, !YES I 4H , 3HYES I 
DATA ZERO I O,DDOO I 
1000 FORMAT I 20A4 1 
2000 FORMAT I I/24X, 19A4 I 
NSETS = 0 
c 
C>--~->> REAC RUN IDENTIFICATION 
c 
READ 1000, !01 
c 
C>---->> READ PROBLEM IDENTIFICATIC~ 
c 
100 READ 1000, NPROB, !02 
c 
C>---->> CHECK PROBLE'l NAME AND STOP IF BLANK 
c 
IF I NPROB oNEo IBLA~K GG TO 110 
c 
C>---->> PRINT TERMINATION MESSAGE AND STOP 
c 
c 
PR !NT 2000, ID2 
STOP 
C>---->> CALL SUBROUTINE INECHC TC REtD IN AND ECHO PROBLEM DATA 
c 
110 CAll l~EC~C 
c 








C>---->> CHECK WHETHER STATIC SCLUTIO~ IS REOUIHD c . 
IF ( !STAT ,NE. !YES I GO TO 12D 
c 
C>----» CAll SUBROUTINe STATIC TJ SOLVE FOP. STATIC OISPlACEMftHS 
C ANC INTERNAL ~ORCES 
c 
CALL STATIC 
T !ME = ZERO 
c 
C>---->> PRINT STATIC PE SUL T S 
c 
c 
CALL OUTPUT I ISOPT, TIME, V I 








IF I 1\SETS ,EO. 0 I GO TO 100 
IF I NDLS I GO TO 130 
NDL S = • TRUE, 
CALL SUBROUTINE DY~·M TC SOL~E FOR DYNAMIC DISPLACEMENTS 
AND I"'TERNAL FORCES 
CHECK FCR FAILURE ANC PRINT CYNAH!C RESULTS 
130 CALL DYNAI' 
c 
C>---->> RETURN FOR A NEW PRCBLEM 
c 





C-----PEAD AND ECHO INPUT 
IMPLICIT REAL * 8 I 
LOGICAL IIDLS 
DATA FCR DY II PC 8 
A-H, 0-l I 
1 
COMMON I CON STT I 
COM!o'GN I CONTRL I 
GRAVo H, ITPRCF, MAX, NB, NSLEV, NSSC 
DTIME, TLIMo IDOPT, lSELFW, IS!JPT, !STAT, 
ISTYPE, KEEPI71, NDL, NDLS, NOUT 





BlNilOI, B2Nil01, B3NilOI, XNilOI, 
JSNI101, NCT2 
ABIIlClOI, ATr..ClOI, DBNilOI, DNC9,101, 




I TABL23 I 
I TENDON I 
I CURVSl I 
PSTRNNilOI, YSTClOtlOio IPNilO,lOI, NPT21101 
ARSilOI, YSTLC10,4SI, TMOMC451, IOPilOI 
EPSMULI 31, EPSNI10o3lo EPSUI31, 
1 SIGMULI31, SIGNI10o31 
COMMON I CUR~S2 I 
1 











I VSNilOI, JSDNilOI, KEYSI501, NCT4 
I QNilOI, Jl51101, JL51101, KONT51101o NCTS 
I SMAXI4SI, SMAXNilOI, VMAX, JS7Nil01o NST7 
I PEAKI201, TR, TO, IDTP, ILTP, 
ITYPEIZOI, KEYl, NSETS 
CO~~ON I SEGMTl I 
COMMON I STRUCT I 
DIHENS ION II 17 I 
GAMMA(31, El3,2lo !SI91 
I SIMP 
DATA IENC, IVES, KEEP!/ 31-!ENDo 311YESo 
DATA NEW I 4H NEk/, IUN I 2HU~ lo lSI 
DATA ZERO I 0.0000 I , ISYM I 3HSY~ I 
1010 FORMAT I SX, 6IA4,1XI t·, 5Xo A3, ZX, 
1 2IS, El0.3, 2I5 I 
4HKEEP I 
I 2 HS I I 
, I M I 2HI M 
415, 2El0o3 
1020 FORMAT I 5X, I5, El0o3o lCX, 3E 10.3, 5X, A3 
'· IPR I 2HPR I 
I, 5X, 
1030 FORMAT ( lOX, 15, El0o3o SX, IS, El0o3o 5X, IS, El0o3 I 
1040 FORMAT I 5X, 15, 5X, 4El0.3 I 
1042 FORMAT ( 5X, 15 I 
1044 FORMAT I 5X, 215, 5X, 2El0o3o 5X, I5 I 
1046 FORMAT I 315X, 15, El0o31 I 
1052 FORMAT I lOX, 2El0o3 I 
1056 FORMAT I lOFSoO I 
1060 FOR"!AT ( 5X, 15, El0.3, 5X, A3 I 
1070 FORMAT I 5X, 2!5, 4X, Ilo lOX, El0.3 
1080 FORMAT ( lOX, El0o3 I 
1090 FORMAT I 5X, 21 AZ, 3X I, 21E10.3, 5X I 
1095 FORMAT ( 5X, A3, 12X, El0o3 I 
2010 FORMAT I///35H TABLE lo PROGRAM CONTROL DATA 
1 // 35H NO KEEP OPTIONS EXERCISED 
20200FORHAT ( II/35H TABLE 1. PRCGRAM CONTROL DATA 
I I 
1 .// 35H RETAIN. PRIO~ DATA TABLES , 6( Il, 2H , I 
2030 FOK~.AT I 35H STATIC SOLUTION REQUIRED , 5X, A4 I 
2040 FORMA.T I 35H STATIC CUTPUT OPTION , 9X, 11 I 
2042 FORMAT I 35H SELF kE IGHT OPTION , 9X, Ilt 
1 I 35H STRUCTURE TYPE , 9X, I lt 
2 I 35H STRLCTURE SIMPLICITY , 9X, Ilo 
3 I 3511 NUMBER OF BARS , 8X, !2, 
4 I 35H ACCEL. CUE TO GRAVITY , 1PD10.3 I 
20500FOR~IlT I 31:H NUM'3~R GF DYNAMIC LOADINGS, 6X, I3, 
1 I 3511 DYNA~lC OUTPUT OPTION , 9X, 11, 
2 I 3SH CUTPUT INTERVAL , 8X, 12, 
3 I 3SH TI~E Ll~IT , 1PD10o3 
2uS2 FORMAT 35H TI~E INTERVAL ,lPDl0o3 I 
20S6 FORMAT I 46~ T 1 ~.E INTERVAL IN TEPNAL 
2060 FORMAT (///40H 
2070 FORMAT ( I 45H 
20800FORMAT Ill 45H 
TABLE 2. CRCSS SECTION DESCRIPTION I 
USING OATA FROM PREVIOUS ~ROBLt~ I 
CCt\TROL CATA 
1 II 45H STA X-COORD TOP FLANGE 
2 2SH WEB BOT FLANGE 
3 I 45H WIDTH 
4 2SH THICKNESS hlDTH ,I/ 
5 lOX, I3tlPD12.3, 9X, 3011.3 I 
2090 FORMAT (II 40H SEGI"Er.T, DEPTH DATA 
1 II 39H SEG DEPTH SEG DEPTH 
2 20H S EG DEPTH ,/, 
3 (9Xo3114,D12o3lo/ll 
21000FORMAT (// 35H REINFORCEMENT DESCRIPTION ' 1 II 4511 STA TOP REINF BOTTO~ 
2 3SH REINF 
3 I 4511 DEPTH AREA DEPTH 
4 4011 AREA I I 
2110 FORMAT ( lOX, 13, 2X,1P4D1Co3 I 
2112 FORMAT Ill 35H REINFORCEMeNT DESCRIPTION, I 
1 40H NCN-PRESTRESSED STEEL ABS~NT I 
2114 FORMAT (II 40H PPE STRESSING STEEL DESCRIPTION 
2116 FORMAT Ill 33H NUMBER CF STEEL LAYERS .I2 I 
2118 FOR~AT C 4711 LAYER GEOMETRY AREA STRAIN 
1 10H SEGMENTS , I , 
2 I lOX, !3, 6X, 13, 4X, 1P2D12.3o 3X, 13 
2120 FORMAT Ill 3SH LAYER STA DEPTH 
2124 FORMAT I/, lOX, 13, 4X, I3, 4X, lPD12.3 I I 
2126 FORMH Ill 30H NCN-PRESTRESSED BEAM I 
2128 FORMAT ( II/35H TABLE 3. STRESS-STRAIN CURVES 
2130 FOR~AT (II l9H CURVE NG , I lo 
1 I 36H MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEIGHT , 1PD10.3, 
2 I 36H ULTIMATE STRAIN ,1 PD10.3, 
3 I 36H STRESS ~ALUE SCALE FACTOR , 1PD10o3o 
4 I 36H STRAIN VALUE SCALE FACTOR , 1PD10.3 I 
2140 FORMAT I I 30H STRESS INPUT VALUES ,/, lOX, 10F7.3 I 
21SO FORMAT I I 3011 STRAIN INPUT VALUES , lo lOX, 1CF7.3 I 
2160 FORMAT I///40H TABLE 4o SPECIFIED DEFLECTIONS 
2210 FORMAT (II 30H STA DEFL 
2212 FOR~AT (1, lOX, 13, 4X, 1PC12o3 I 
2230 FORMAT I II/35H TABLE 5o STATIC LOADS 
i II 40H FP OM TO CO!'IIT 
2 I 4011 STA STA CODE 
2240 FORMAT I /, ex, 3IS, 6X, 1PD12o3 I 
LATERAL 
LOAD 
2245 FORMAT I I 45H ADDITIONAL DATA FOR THIS PRORLt" 
2250 FOR~.AT III/30H TABLE 6o DYNil~IC LOADING 
226D FORMAT ( I 19H NO~E I I 
2270 FORMAT Ill 40H IMPULSE, SINLSOIDAL DISTRIBUTION 
2275 FORMAT Ill 40H PRESSUPE, SI~USDIDAL DISTRIBUTION 
22AOOFORMAT I 30H R!~E TIII.E , 1PD10.3, 
1 I 3011 PULSE DURATION • • , 010.3 , I 
2285 FOFMAT I II 40H PRESSURE, UNIFCRM DISTRIBUTION 
2290 FORMH I II 45H LOAD NO, TYPE PEAK 
2340 FORMAT I 9Xo I5, 6X, lli<SY~,,'IETRIC , 2Xo 1PD12o3 I 
2350 FORMAT I 9X, 15, bX, llHUNSYMMETRIC , 2Xo 1P012o3 I 





2410 FORMAT (///35H 
2420 FOR~AT 1// 31H 
24300FORMAT (// 25H 
TABLE 7. COLLAPSE PARAMETERS I 
1 II 3 5H 
2 I 35H 
3 /, ( 20X, 15,1PD12.3 
DISPLACEMENT LIMIT= , 1PU12.3 











AND ECHO TABLE 1. PRCG•AM CJNTROL DATA 
1010, I KEEPIJ), I= 2, 7 I, !STAT, ISOPT, NOlo IDCPT, NOUT 
Tl!~, DT!ME, NB, !SELF;;, GRAV, lSTYPE, !SIMP 
110 
MAX = NB + 1 
J = 0 
K = 1 
DO 110 l = 2' 7 
IF 
II IK l 
KEEP I I I 
!IlK I 
J = J + 







KEEP! I GC TO 110 
IF I J • GT. 0 I GC T 0 114 
PRINT 2010 
GO TO 116 
114 PRINT 2020, I II Ill, I 
116 PRINT 2030, !STAT 
1 ' J 
lf I !STAT .NEo !YES I GO TO 120 
PRINT 2040, ISGPT 
120 PRINT 2042, ISELFW, ISTYPE, ISII'P, NB, GRAV 
!F I NDL .EQ. 0 .AND. !'<SETS .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 130 
IF I KEEP!61 .NE. KEEP! I NSETS = 0 
NST = NSETS + NDL 
PRINT 2050, NST, IDOPT, NGUT, TUM 
IF ( DTI tolE • EO. ZERCI GC TO 122 
123 PRINT 2052, DTI~E 
GO TC 125 
122 PRINT 2056 
125 COI\T!NUE 
C-----READ A~O ECHO TABLE 2. CROSS SECTION DESC~!PTION 




IF I KEEPI2) .EO. KEEP! ) GO TD 170 
NC T2 = 1 
NDLS = .FALSE. 
CROSS SEC_TI•JN DESCRIPTION 




I = 1, 9, 3 
ISNI!Io ON!I,NCT21, !SNI!+11, DN!I+1.NCT21, ISN(I+ZI, 
DN! 1+2oNCT21 1 
144 CCHINUE 
IF I I ENDN .EO. IEI\D I GO TO 150 
NCT 2 "lCT 2 + 1 
GO TC 140 
150 Nf\T 2 1 
IF I ISTYPE .EQ. 2 .ORo ISTYP<: .EO. 3 I GO TO 160 
GO TC 162 
C-----REAC R~JNFURCEMENT DESCRIPTION 
160 PEAC 1040, JRN(NRT21o OTNINRT21o AT•~(NRT2), DBNINRT21, A9!·JI'J~,T21 
IF ( JRN I NRT2 I .EQ. NR I GO TO 162 
1\RTZ = NRT2 + 1 
GJ TG l6C 
C-----RE~C PRESTRESS STEEL DATA 
162 READ 1042, NSLEV 
IF I NSLEV .EO. 0 I GC TC 180 
ITPROF = 111 
DC 1 64 I = 1 , I'IS L EV 
READ 1044, NSLV, lOP(!), ARS(JI, PSTRNNitl, NPTZlll 
IF ( !UPIII .EO. 2 .OR. InPlll .EQ. 3 I ITP'<CJF = 555 
164 CC~TINUE 
00 lCt: I = 1, NSLEv 
NPTT = NPT2(J) 
READ 1046, ( lPN( I ,JI, YSTII ,JI, J = 1, NPTT ', 
166 CONTINUE 
C-----ECHC CROSS SECTION AND REINFORCEMENT DATA 
170 PRINT 2070 
180 DO 190 I = 1, NCT2 
PRINT 2080, JSNI!I, XN(J), 31Nill, 62NI!I, 83N!II 
PRINT 2090, I ISNINI, DNIN,II, ~ = 1 0 9 I 
19 0 CONT INU E 
IF I lSTYPt .EO. 2 .CR. JSTYPE .EO. 3 I GO TO 189 
GO TO 191 
189 PRII'iT 2100 
PRINT 2110, I JRN(J), CTNIII, HNII), DBN!II, ABNIII, 1, NRT21 
GO TO 192 
191 PRINT 2112 
192 PRINT 2114 
IF I NSLEV .;oo. 0 I G!J TO 198 
PRINT 2116, NSLEV 
PP!NT 2118, I lo ICPIII, ARSIII, PSTRNN!II, NPT2111, I 1 0 ••SLEVI 
PRINT 2120 
CO 196 I : 1, f\SLEV 
NPTT =NPT21!1 
DO 196 J : 1, NPTT 
PRINT 2124, I, IPN(J, Jl, YSTIIoJI 
196 CONTINUE 
GC TC 199 
198 PRINT 2126 
199 CtJNTINUE 
C-----REAC AND ECHO TABLE 3. STRESS--STRAIN CURVES 
PRIU 2128 
IF I KEEPI31 .EQ. KEEP! I GO TU 210 
NDLS = .FALSE. 
READ 1C2G, NSSC 
DO 200 l = 1, NSSC 
R t:H 1052, S !G~Ull II, GAMM~ II I 
~EAO 1056, I SIGN! J.l I, J = 1, 10 
READ 1052, EPSMUL(tl, EPSU!ll 
t<E~D 1056, I EPSI\IJtl l, J = 1, 10 
200 CONTINUE 
GO T G 220 
210 PP.I NT 2070 
ao DO 230 I = 1, NSSC 
PRJ'IT 2130, lo GA~~AI!I, EPSUIIIo SIGMULIJI, fPSMULIII 
PRINT 2140, ( Sl GN IJ, I), J 1, 10 l 
PRINT 2150, I EPSI<IJ,J I, J = lo 10 I 
23C CO~TINUE 
C>--->READ AND ECHO TABLE 4o SPECIEO CEFLECTIONS 
PR I!<T 2160 
IF I KEEPI41 .~E. KEEP! I GO TO 240 
P~INT 2070 
Gll TC 254 
240 J = 1 
244 'l.EAO 1G6C, JSDNIJI, VSNIJI, lcNCN 
IF I lENON .EOo lEND I GJ TO 250 
J = J+l 
GO TC 244 
250 ~CT4 = J 
254 PRI1H 2210 
DO 260 J = 1, NCT4 
PRINT 2212, JSONIJI, VSN(JI~ 
260 CONTINUE 
C-----READ AND ECHO TABLE 5. STATIC LOADS 
PRINT 2230 
IF I KEEPI51 oNE. KEEP! GC TO 280 
PRINT 2070 
DO 275 I= 1, NCT5 
PRINT 2240, Jl5111, JL51!), K1!<T5(!1, ONI!I 
275 COI'.T INUE 
PR !NT 2245 
IF I NCT5 .Eo. 1 I GO TO 2H 
IF I i<CNT51NCT5 - 11 .EOo 1 I GJ TO 277 
276 KONT5 I NCT5 I 3 
GO TO 278 
277 KONT5 NCT5 2 
278 CONTINUE 
NC 15 NCT 5 + 1 
GO TC 290 
280 NC I 5 
290 NCT5 NC15 
300 READ 1070, JI5!NCT5l, JL51f\CT51, KONT51NCT51, ONINCT51 
IF I KONT5!NCT5l .LE. 0 I GO TO 310 
f'<CT5 = f\CT5 + 1 
GO TO 300 
310 DO 315 I = NCI5_, NCT5 
PR 1 NT 22 40 , J I 5 I I I , J L 5 ( I I , K m:T 5 I I I , ON ( I I 
315 CONTINUE 
C-----READ AND ECHO TABLE 6. DYNAMIC LOADING 
PRINT 2250 
KEY = 0 
IF I KEEPI61 .NEo KEEP! .AND. NUL .EIJo 0 I GO TO 316 
IF I KEEPI61 .NEo KEEP! I GC TO 320 
PRINT 2070 
GO TO 330 
316 PRINT 2260 
GO TO 360 
320 REAC 1090, IOTP, ILTP, TR, TO 
330 IF I !DTP oEO. IS! oANDo ILTP oEOo !M I KEI' = 1 
IF I IOTP .so. IS! oANDo IL TP oEOo !PR l KEY = 2 
IF I !DTP .EQ. IU~ oANCo ILTP oEO. !'~ I GU TO 900 
IF I !DTP .Eo. lUI\ .!~D. ILTP .EOo IPR I KEY = 3 
IF I KEY .LT. 1 I GO TG 900 
GO TC I 332, 334, 338 ), KEY 
332 Pk!IH 2270 
GO T 0 34.) 
334 PR lf><T 2275 
PR!!\T 2280 0 TR, TC 
GC TO 34C 
2·38 PRINT 2285 
PRINT 2280, TR, TO 
340 CONTINUE 
IF I KE~P!6 I .NEo KEEP! I NSETS 0 
NSTRT = NSETS + 1 
NSETS = ~SoTS + NDL 
IF I KEEPI6 I oNE. KEEP 1 I GO TO 341 
PRINT 2Z45 
IF I NDL oNE. 0 I GO TO 341 
PRINT 2260 
GO TO 360 
341 PR !NT 2290 
DO 350 I = NSTRT, NSETS 
R~t:AD 1095, I TYPE II), PEAK(!) 
IF I IDTP oEOo !UN I GO TO ~46 
IF I ITYPEIII oNE. !SY~ I GO TO 345 
PRINT 234C, lo PEAKIII 
GO TO 350 
345 PRINT 2350, 1, PEAK( I I 
GO TO 350 
346 PRINT 2360, !, PeAK(!) 
350 CONTINUE 
360 CONTINUE 
C-----READ A~O ECHO TABLE 7o COLLAPSE PARAMETERS 
PRINT 2410 
IF I NSETS oEOo 0 I GO TO 4e0 
411 IF I KEEPI7l .NE. KEEP! I GO TO 412 
PR. !NT 2070 
GO TO 430 
412 READ 1 CBC, ~I' AX 
NST7 = 1 
414 READ 1040, JS7N!NST71,SMAX~!NST71 
IF I JS7Nifi<ST71 •. EC. 1118 I GC TO 430 
NST7 = NST7 + 1 
GO TO 414 
430 PRINT 242C, VMAX 
PRINT 2430, ( JS7NI II, SMAXNII I, I 1, NST7 I 
GO TO 470 
4cC Df- liH 2260 
470 CONTINUE 
KETURN 
900 PF !NT 'liJOO 
9999 CONTINUE 
STCP 
9000 FORMAT I///42H ERROR IN DYNAMIC LOAD TYPE luENTIFIE~, / 0 1Hl I 
END 
SUBRCU Tl H Dl ST 
c 
C-----CISTRIBUTE INPUT DATA FOR CY~PC8 
c 
lMPL IC IT REAL * 8 I A-H, 0-Z I 
COMMON I CCNSTT I GRAV, H, ITPOOF, MAX, NB, NSLEV, ~SSC 
COMMON I CONTRL I DTII'E, Tll~, IOOPT, ISELFW, ISOPT, !STAT, 
1 ISTVPE, KEEP( 71, NDL, NDLS, NOUT 
COP'P'Of\ I TABL21 I 81NI101, e2'H 101, B3NI 10), XN( 1CI, 
1 JSN(1QI, NCT2 
CO~MON I TA8L22 I ABNI1Q), ATN(101, DBN!101, DN(9 0 101, 
1 DTN!lDI, IS'H10), JR.N!lOI, NRTZ 
COMMON I TABL23 I PSTRNNllQ), YSTI1D,101, IPN!l0,101, NPT2!101 
COMMON I EMFEEE I EMI45o10 )', EM PI 45.101, FEE! 45,10) 
CO~~CIIi I XSECTl I A8l45l, JlTI451, 61(451, 821451, 
1 B3145) •' DB( 451, DH451 
COMMON I XSECT2 I AEI45~ CG!451, D(9,45l, Ell45) 
COMMON I TENDON I AQS('lOI, VSTLil0,451, TMOMI45), IOP!lOI 
COM~ON I BMDATA I BM145l, BMASS!45), X!45) 
CCM~CI\ I CURVS1 I EPS~.ULI31, EPSN!10,3), EPSU(31, 
1 SIGMUU3l, SIGN(lJ 0 31 
COMMON I CURVS2 I CEPSI1Cl, CSIG!10), SEPS!lOI, SSIGilO), 
1 TEPSilOI, TSIGI10l 
COMMON I SUPPRT I \ISN(101, JSDN!10), KEYS!50l, NCT4 
COMMON I TAI:llE5 I QNI10) 0 JI5!l0), JL5!101, KONT5(101, NCT5 
CGI'~CI'< I SEGMTl I GAMI'Al3l, E(3,2lo IS (9) 
COMMON I SEGMTZ I DAI301, DI(30l 
COMMON I FAILUR I SMAX(451, SMAXN( 10), VMAX, JS7N( 101, NST7 
COMMON I TIMEFN I PEAKI20lo TR, TO, IDTP, lLTP, 
1 ITYPE!20J, KEH, NSETS 
CQ,.~[II. I LCADIS I PHI!5DI, Q(451o 01!451, \1(451, VDI 451 
COMMON I STRUCT I !SIMP 
OIMEI\SION YS!lOl, IP(10lo BMWTI451, YSTT!45) 
DIMENSION DUM(lQ), DZCN!91 
DIMENSION AGAMI45) 
CATA ZERO, lENON I Q,OCOO, 3HEND I 
DATA TWO I 2oODDO I 
C-----SET UP CROSS SECTION DATA FOR EACH STATION 
IF INCT2 ,GT, 1 l GO TO 50 
DO 40 I = 1, MAX 
Bll I l BlN( ll 
82!11 BZN!ll 
tl3l I l B3N( ll 
40 CIJNT I"JUE 
GO H 55 
50 CALL INTRPl ( JSN, 81N, B1o I\CT2 
CALL INT~P1 I JSN, B2N, B2, NCT2 
CALL !H~P1 ( JS~, 831\, 83, NCT2 
55 COIIiTINUE 
IF I ISTYPE ,EQ, 2 ,OR, ISTYPE ,EQ, 3 I GG TG 60 
GO TC 85 
60 IF ( NRT2 oGT, 1 GO TO 80 






GO rc 90 
30 C;J~T 11\UE 
CALL INTRP1 ( JRN, ABf'<o Aflo 1\RT~ 
CALL !NTRP1 ( JRN, ATN, AT, N~T2 
CALL li\T ~P1 ( Ji<l\, CBI\, CB, t<RT 2 
CALL lNTRP1 ( JR'<• llTN, DT, NRT2 
GC TG 90 
8 5 GCI\T! t\UE 
D::J 88 N = 1o MAX 
AB(Nl = ZERO 
AT(!\) ZERO 
DB( Nl ZERC 
DT! N l ZERO 
88 CONTINUE 
90 COH I NUE 
IF ( NRE\1 ,EQ, 0 I GC TC 182 
DO 180 I = 1, NSLEV 
1\PTT NPT2 (I l 
IOPG IOP!Il 
GO T G ( llO, 130, 160 l, IOPG 
110 DC 12C J = 1o MAX 
120 YSTL( I,J) = YST! loNPTTl 
GU TC 180 
130 DO 140 J = 1o NPTT 
YS!Jl YST(I,Jl 
140 IP(J) IPN!I,JI 
CALL INTRP1 ( IP, YS, YSTT, NPTT l 
GO TO 173 
160 CO 170 J = 1, NPTT 
YS( Jl YST(!,Jl 
170 IPIJl IPN!I,Jl 
CALL INTRP3 I !Po YS, YSTT, NPTT 
l73 00175 K = 1o MAX 
175 YSTLII,Kl = YSTTIK) 
180 CCI\TINUE 
GO TO 188 
182 C.CNT !NUE 
DO 166 I = 1, 10 
PSTRNN( I l = ZeRO 
ARS I I l = ZERO 
YSI!l = ZERG 
DO 186 K = 1, MAX 
186 YSTLI loKI = ZERO 
188 CCI\T I r\UE 
DO 190 I = 1, 9 
!Sill= ISN!Il 
190 CONTINUE 
IF !NCTZ ,GT, 1 I GO TC 210 
DO 200 J = 1 0 MAX 
DO 2 CO I = 1, 9 
D( I, J I = ON (I ,ll 
200 CCI\T INUE 
GO TO 250 
210 DO 240 I = 1, g 
DO 220 J = 1, NCT2 
OUM!JI cl'H I ,JI 
220 CONTINO~ 
CALL INTRP1 I JSN, DIJM, X, ~CTZ I 
DO 230 J = 1, 105 
O(J ,J) = X(J) 
230 cn~rJ~UE 
240 COI\T JNU E 
250 IF I NCTZ .~T. l l GC TC 270 
X"lEL = "le 
OX= XNI1l I XNEL 
XI Ll = ZERJ 
DO 2 bC I = 2, MAX 
Xlll = XII-ll • ex 
260 CO~TJNUE 
GO TO 280 
270 CALL INHP1 I JSI'I, XN, X, I\CT2 l 
280 CONTINUf 
BAI'-S NB 
H XIMAX) I gARS 
NB 5 = NB + 5 
DO 310 J = 3, NB5 
KEYS(JI = l 
310 CONTINUE 
CO 340 N = lt NCT4 
JS = JSDN!Nl + 4 
C-----SET INCEXES FOR FUTURE CONT?DL CF SPeCIFIED D<FLECTIONS 
KEYSIJSI = 2 
340 CONTINUE 
C-----OISTRJBUTE SELF WEIGHT AND BEAM MASS 
BI"WT Ill = ZERC 
DO 415 I = 1, MAX 
DO 410 J = 1, 9 
410 DZONIJI = OIJ,Il 
CALL MASS I DZON, ~11I), 521Il, 83111, ABII), ATIII, ARS, 
IF I I ,EO, 1 ,AND. NCT2 .Ell. 1 .AND. NRTZ .EO. 1 I 
1 GO TO 420 
415 . CONTINUE 
GO To 426 
420 CO~Tl~UE 
DO 425 K = t, MAX 
425 AGAMIKl = AGAMI I.l 
42 S CONTINUE 
DO 4 30 I = 2, MAX 
HWT = AGA!ol I I - 1 l * H TWO 
BMWTI I - l l = B~wT I - l l +- HWT 
BMWT (I I = HWT 
43 0 CO 1\TI ~UE 
D•J 440 I = 1, MAX 
BMASS II I = BMkTI I I I GqAV 
440 Cui\TJ NUE 
C-----DISTPIBUTE STATIC LOAD O~TA 
c 
CALL INTRP2 I Jl5, JL5, KONT5, ON, Q, X, NCT5 I 
IF l JSELFW .EC. 0 I GC TO 457 
DO 450 I = 1, "'AX 
Qll I = Q I I I - 6'1hTII I 
450 CO~T I ~UE 
457 CONTINUE 

















DO 4oC I = 1, NSSC 
E I I ,L I = S ! G~UL I I l * SlGNI5,!1 I I EPS'IULlii"' 
E I l, 21 
1 
SIGMULlll * SIGNI6.Il 
EPSN15.I I I 
IEPSMULII I * 
CONTI N~E 
DO 462 I = 1, 10 
IF 
CSIGIII = S!Gf'IULilJ • SIGNII.LI 
CEPSIII = EPSf'IULlll "'EPSNII..LI 
NSSC ,EQ, • I GO TJ 461 
SSIGIII SIGI'!ULI21 * SIG:HI,ZI 
SEPSI II EPSI'ULI2l * EPSNIJ,21 
EPSNI6,!1 l 
TSIGIII SIG~ULINSSCI * SIGNI!,NSSCI 
TEPSI!l EPSf'IULI~SSCI * EPSNII,NSSCI 










DO 490 I = 1, MAX 
DO 470 J = 1, 9 
DZON(JI = O(J,II 
CONTINUE 
IF I NSLEV ,EO, 0 I GO TO 485 
DO 480 K = 1, NSLEV 
YSIKI = YSTLIK,JI 
CONTINUE 
CALL CENTER I Bliii, AZIJJ, B3liJ, OZON, ATIJJ, OTIII, Af'(JI, 
1 DBIJJ, CG(JJ, EII!J, YSo ARS, AEIJJ. 
IF I 1 .EO, l ,AI\0, !SH-IP • fQ, 1 I GO TO 4q1 
CONTI NUF 
GO TO 494 
COI\;T INUE 






CGI I I 
El II I 
= AEI II 
IF I t..SLEV ,EO>O I GOT0495~ 
CALL STAR 
GG TO 505 
DC 5 00 I = l, "'AX 
T'IOMIIl = ZERO 
COI\T INUE 
CGI\TINUE 
C-----DISTRleUTE fAILURE PARAMETERS 
c 
IF I 1\:SETS .~Q. C J c;.o TO 5:?0 
IF I NST7 ,GT. 1 I GO TJ 520 
DO 51 0 I = l , "A X 
S'·'AXI l I = SMAXN I 1 I 
510 GGH li\UE 
tiO TC 530 
5ZO CALL INTRP1 ( JS7N, SMAXN, S~AX, 'lST7 I 
530 CC~T II'IUE 
R E TL.RN 
END 
SUBROUTINE INTRPl I JS, ll\, z, 1\C I 
c 
C-----LJNE~R INTERPOLATION RDUTII\= 
c 
IIIIPLIC IT REAL * 8 I A-H, 0-Z l 
DIMENSION JS!lOI, lNilOir Zl451 
DATA ZERO I O.ODOO I 
OJ lOO I = 1, 45 
Z I II = ZE RD 
100 CONTINUE 
Zlli=ZN!ll 
DO 200 N = 2r NC 
NEL = JSINI - JSIN-11 
DENOM = NEL 
DELZ = I ZNINI - ZNIN-11 
ISTRT = JSIN-11 + 2 
!STOP= JSINI + 1 
DO 200 I = ISTRTr ISTDF 
lii I = Zl I-ll + DELl 
200 CO~T II\UE 
RETURN 
END 
I I GENOM 
SUBROUTINE INTPP2 Jl, JL, KOI\T, ZN, z, X, NC J 
c 














IMPLICIT REAL * 8 I A-h, 0-Z l 
COMI'CN I CONSTT I GRAV, H, !TPRCF, MAX, NB, NSLEVr NSSC 
DIMENSION JII10I, Jll101, KONTI1DI, ZNilOir Zl451, Xl451 
DATA ZERO, TWO, SIX I CoODOO, 2.0000, 6o0DOO I 
DG 100 I = 1, 45 
Z I Tl = ZEPO 
CONTINUE 
IS = 0 
I = 1 
K = KC"'TI II • 1 
GO TO I 120, 160 1 140, 190 lr K 
IF I IS .NE. 0 I GO TO 230 
If I Jllll .NE. Jl!II I GO TO 200 
J=JIIII+1 
ZIJI = Z(JI • ZNIII 
IF I K • E Co 1 I GO TO 230 
IS = 0 
I = I + 1 
GO TC 110 
IF I IS.EO. 0 I GO TO 170 
JSTRT = JLIII + 1 
GO TO 180 
JSTRT = Jill I + 
IS = 1 
JSTDP = JLII+ll + 1 
ZL = ZNIII 
ZR = ZNII+ll 
GO TO 210 
IF I JLIII .EQ. JIIII I GO TO'l30 
JS T RT = J I I I I • 1 
JSTOP = JLIIJ + 1 
Zl = ZNIII 
ZR = ZNIII 
Dl = I ZR - ZL I I I XIJSTOPI - XIJSTRTI I 
JSTOP = JSTOP - 1 
DO 220 J '= JSTRT, JSTOP 
ZP = ZL + H * OZ 
ZIJI = ZIJI + H *I TWO* Zl + ZR I I SIX 
ZIJ+ll = ZIJ+ll + H *I Zl +TWO* ZR I I SIX 
ZL = lR 
220 COIIT INUE 




SUBROUTINE !NTRP3 I JS, ZNo z, NC I 
c 
C-----GEOMETRY OF PARABOLIC TEf\OCN 
c 
IMPLICIT REAL * 8 I A-r, 0-Z l 
DIMENSION JSIIOI, XllOI, Zl\1101, Z145l 
DATA ZERO I 0.0000 I 
DO 100 I = l, 45 
100 llll = ZERO 
DO 110 I= 1, NC 
llO XII l JSIII 
llll = ZNill 
NCC = NC - 1 
DO 120 N 2, NCC, 2 
Yl2 ZNIN-11 - ZN!Nl 
Y23 ZNINI-ZNIN+1l 
Xl2 X I N-11 - X ( 1\ l 
X23 X!Nl - X(N+ll 
X1 XIN-11 
X2 = XI l'il 
X3 = XIN+ll 
X 15 X 1 * X 1 
X2 S = X2 * X2 
X3S = X 3 * X 3 
XS12 XiS - X2S 
XS23 X2S - X3S 













Yl2 - BR * Xl2 l I XS12 
ZNIN-11 - AR * XlS- BR * X1 
= JSIN-11 • 2 
= J Sl N+ ll + 1 
ISTRT, !STOP 
I - 1 
CON * CON 
= AR * CONS + BR * CON + CR 
X23 * XS12 
SUBROUTI~E >lASS I CZCN, 81, 82, 83, AB, AT, ARP, AGAM l 
C-----CALCULATE SELF w=IGHT PER LNIT LENGTH AT GIVE~ STATION 
IMPLICIT RF.AL * 8 I A-11, 0-Z l 
COMMON I CONSTT I GPAV, Ho ITPRCF, MAX, Nil, NSLEV, NSSC 
COMMON I SEGMTl I GAMMA(3l, El3,21o 15191 
cm•~GN I SEGH2 I DAI30l, CIOOI 
DIMENSION ARPI 101, OZCI'<(91 
DATA ZERC I OoODOO I 
C-----DEFINE PFGPERTIES OF T~E SEGMENTS IN THE CROSS SECTiON 
CALL SECT I B1, 82, 83, DZON I 
C-----CALCULATE SUM OF SEGMENTAL AREAS MULTIPLIED BY SPECIFIC WEIGHT 
AGAI' = ZERO 
DO 100 J = 1, 30 
AGAM = AGAM + DAIJI * GAMMAill 
100 COf\TINUE 
IF ( AT oEOo ZERO l GC TC 130 
C-----AOO CONTRIBUTION OF TOP REINFORCEMENT, IF ANY 
AGA~ = AGAM +AT* I GAMMAI2l- GA~MAill 
130 IF lAB ,EQ. ZERO I GO TO 16C 
C-----~DC CONTRIBUTION OF BOTTOM REINFORCEMENT, IF ANY 
AGAM = AGAM + AB * ( G~MMAI2l - GAMMA(ll 
160 If I NSLEV .EQ. ZERO l RETURN 
C-----~OC CONTRIBUTION OF PRESTRESSING TENDON, IF ANY 
GAMAT = GAMMAINSSCI - ~AMMAI11 
DO 170 N = lo NSLEV 






SUBROUTINE CENTER ( 81, 82, B3, OZ0'4, AT, OT, AB, DR., DBAR, 
1 SEI, YST, AR_S, SAE I 
c 
C-----CALCULATE CENTPU!O Of GENERAL CRCSS SECTION 
c 
IMPLICIT RtAL * 8 I A-t-, 0-Z I 
COMMON I CONSTT I GRAV, H, ITPkCF, MAX, NB, NSLEV, NSSC 
COMMON I SEGMTl I GAMMA(3), El3,2lo !5191 
COM~GN I SEGI-'T2 I DAI30J, CJI301 
COMMON I SEGMT3 I SEGDI301 
DIMENSION YSTilOI, ARSI101o DZGNI91 
DATA ZERC, TWELV I O.OCOO, 12.0COO I 
(-----CALCULATE TRANSFORMED AREA OF CROSS SECTION AND FIRST AND SECOND 
C MO~ENT ABOUT THE TOP 
SAE = ZERO 
SEI = ZERO 
SDAE = ZERO 
CALL SECT I Bl, B2, 83, DZCN I 
DO 100 J 1, 30 
DAE = DAIJI * El loll 
SAE = SAE + CH 
SDAE = SDAE + DAE * OIIJI 
SE! = SEI + DAE * DIIJ I * DIIJI + DAE * SEGDIJI * 
1 SEGDIJI/ TWELV 
100 CONTINUE 
IF I AT • EQ. ZERO I GO TO 130 
C-----ADO CONTRIBUTION OF TOP REINFCRCEMENTo IF ANY 
DAE =AT* I El2oll- El1oll I 
SAE = SAE + DAE 
SDAE = SDAE + DAE * DT 
SEI = SEI + DAE * OT * DT 
130 IF I AO .EO. ZERO I GO TO 160 
C-----ADD CONTRIBUTION OF OOTTC~ REINFORCEMENT, IF ANY 
DAE = AB *I El2o21- Elloll I 
SAE = SAE + DAE 
SDAE = SDAE + DAE * DB 
SEI = SEI + OAE * DB * DB 
160 IF I NSLEV .EO. 0 I GO TO 190 
C-----ADD CONTRIBUTION CF PRESTRESSING STEEL 
c 
DO 170 N 1, NSLEV 
CAE= ARSINI * I EINSSCo21 - El 1,11 
SAE = SAE + OAE 
SDAE = SDAE + DAE ~ YSTINI 
SEI = SE! + DAE * YSTINI * YSTIN I 
170 CONTINUE 
C-----CAL_CULAT E DEPT I- OF CENTRO lD 
190 DBAR = SDAE I SAE 
C-----CALCULATE ELASTIC FLEXURAL STIFFNESS 
SEI = SEI - S~E * CBAR * DBAR 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SECT I Bl, 82, B3, D 
c 
C---->SET UP SEGMENT DEPTHS AND AREAS 
c 
IMPLICIT REAL "' 8 ! A-h 0-Z I 
COMMON I SEGMTl I GAMI"AI31, E!3,21, ISI91 
COMMON I SEGI-'T2 I DAI 30), 0!1301 
COMMON I SEG~T3 I SEGCI301 
DIMENSION 0191 
DATA Z ERG, P5 I 0.0000, O. 5DOO 
DC 200 I = 1, 9 
GO TO I 100, 150, llOo 120, 150, 150, 130, 140, 150 I, I 
100 OTOP = ZERO 
BTOP = 81 
BBOT = B1 
ISTRT = 1 
ITOP 0 
GO TO 160 
110 1 BBOT 92 
GO TO 150 
120 BTOP 82 
GC TC 150 
130 BBOT 83 
GO TO 150 
140 BTOP 83 
150 !TOP ISII-11 
DTOP Dl I-ll 
I STRT = IS II-11 + 1 
160 HN = ISIII - !TOP 
IF I Dill olE. DTOP I GO TO 170 
HN= I Dill -DTCF I/ HN 
DELB = ! BTOP- B80T I I ! Dill - DTOP I 
GO TC 180 
170 HN = ZERO 
DEL B = ZERO 
180 CONTINUE 
!STOP= !Sill 
IF ! JSTRT .GT. !STOP I GO TO 2{)0 
DC 190 N = ISTPT, IS TOP 
DA I N I = H N * I B T C P - F5 * DEL B * HN I 
DIINI = DTOP + P5 * HN 
DTDP = DTCP + Hh 
STOP = BTOP - DELB * HN 





SUBRDUTI NE S TAF 
c 





IMPLICIT REAL • 8 I A-~, 0-Z I 
COMMON I CONSTT I GR~V• H, ITPRCF, MAX, NB, NSLEVo ~SSC 
COMMON I TABL23 I PSTI<NNI10), YSTI10o101, IPNUO,lO), JliPT2UOl 
COMMON I XSECT2 I AEI451, CGI45), 0(9,451, EH45) 
CO~~C~ I BMD~T~ I BMI451, BMAS$1451, Xl451 
COMMON I TENDON I ARSI 101, .YSTU10o451o TM0"'1451, IOPUOI 
CO"MON I CURVS1 I EPS~ULI31o EPS/11(10,3), EPSU(31o 
1 SIGMUU31, SIGI\d10.31 
COMMON I CURVS2 CEPSilOio CSIGilOI, SEPS(lOI, SSIGilOI, 
1 TEPS UO I, TS I GilD I '-
DIMENSION FORCEI101 
DATA ZERO I 0,0000 I 
DO 130 N = 1, NSLEV 
IF I PSTRP\INI/111 ,GT, EPSUINSSCI I GO TO 120 
IF I PSTRNNINI l 110, 120, 110 
FORCEINl STRESS I PSTRNNINio TSIG, TEPS l * ARSINl 
GO TO 130 
FORCEINI = ZERO 
CONTINUE 
DO 180 I = 1, 
TMOMT 
CGG 







CG I I I 
NSlEV 
YSTLIN,II 
FORCEINI * I 
TMOMT + SHOM 
YS - CGG I 
180 






C-----ORIVEP FOM EMFEE GENEPATCR 
c 
IMPLICIT REAL * 8 I ~-h C-l 
COMMON I CONSTT I G~AV, H, ITPRCF, MAX, NB, NSLEV, NSSC 
COMMON I TABL23 I PSTRNNI101o YSTI10o10J, lPN(l0,10I, NPT21l01 
COM~CN I XSECTl I ABI451, 6TI451, 61(451, 821451, 
1 B31 451, OBI 451, DTI451 
CUMMCN I XSECT2 I AEI451, CGI45), 019 0 451, EI1.451 
COM~ON I TENDCN I ARSilOI, YSTLI10o45), TMOMI451, !OPilOI 
COMMON I SEGMT1 I GAMMAI31, :13,21, ISI91 
COMMON I SEG!"T2 I DADO I, Cll 30 I 
COMMON I EMFEEE I EMI45,101, EMFI45.101, FEEI45ol01 
COMMON I STRUCT I !SIMP 
CDM~CN I EMFEET I EMT 145,10 I 
DIMENSION TDI91, YSI 101, PSTilOI, TEMilOio TE14Pil01, TFEEilOI 
DATA 01\E, T\10 I 1,0000, 2. 0000 I 
DATA ZERC I OoOOOO I 
DO 14 0 I = 1 , MAX 
DO 110 J = 1o 9 
TDIJI = OIJ.II 
110 CONTINUE 
CALL SECT I Bliii, B21Ilo A3111, TD,I 
. DIV = ONE 
IF I NSSC .EO,, 1 I 01 V ·~ TloC 
IF I NSlEV oEO. 0 I GO TO 125 
DO 120 N = 1, NSLEV 
YSINI YSTLINoii 
PSTINI = PSTRNNINI 
120 COI\TINUE 
125 CONTINUE 
CAll HFEE I CGII), TDI91, ElBIII, A8(JI, DTII,., ATIII, !SI91, TEM, 
1 TEMP, TFEE, CIV, YS, PST, ARS, l I 
IF I I ,EO. 1 oAND. ISI~P .EO, 1 I GO TO 145 
DO 130 J = 1, 10 
EMI (,JI = TEIUJI 
FEEII,JI TFEEIJI 
EMPIIoJI = TEMPIJI 
130 CONTINUE 
140 CONTINUE 
GC TC 1&0 
145 DO 150 K ~ 1, MAX 
DO 150 J = 1, 10 
EMIK,JI = TEMIJI 
FEEIK,Jl TFEEIJI 
EMPIK,JI = TEMPIJI 
150 COI\Tl I<UE 
160 CONTINUE 
00 170 I = lo MAX 
DO 170 J = 1, 10 
IF I NSLEV ,EQ. 0 I EMPII,Jl =ZERO 
EMTII,JI E!Hl,JI- EMPI!,JI 
170 COHINUE 
CALL HEADNG 
K = NB I 2 + 1 
PRINT 2000, I EMIK, JJI, EMT(K, JJI, EMPIK, JJI, FEEIK, JJ I, 
1 JJ =1, 10 I 
2000 FORMAT I II 35H MOMENT - CURVATURE VALUES , 
1 II 13 8H MO.,ENT L ~OMENT T 
2 37H I'OMEI\T P CURV~TURE 
3 II 10(417X, 1P012,51//II 
C-----REVISE FLEXURAL STIFFNESS TO REFLECT SLOPE OF LINEAR PART OF 
C EM - PHI DIAGRAM 
DO 90 L = 1, MAX 




SUBROUTI~E FMFEE ( (.G, TO, QB, AB, DT, 4T, IS, E~, E~P, FEE, 
1 DIV, Y5, PST, AR$, L I 
c 






REAL • ~ 
CON STT I 
CURVS2 I 
COMMON I SEGMTZ I 
DlMENSIO~ YSI101o 
DIMENSION AR$1101 
1 ~-t-, o-z 1 
G~AVo H, ITPRCF, MAX, NB, NSLEV, 'JSSC 
CEPSI101, CSIGI101, SEPSI10t, SSIGI!O), 
TEPSilOI, TSIGilOI 
DAI30), DII301 
PST(101o EMilO), EMP(101, FEEI101 
CATA ZERO, ONE, TWO I 
DATA HUNDRD I loOODOZ 
DATA P04 I 0,4000 I 












GO TO 110 



























110 CAll THRUST I 
1 
ESP, DSP, PHI, oe, AB, 
PST, BMPR, TEST, ARS 
115 
ITER 
IF I ITER -
CONTINUE 
= ITER + 1 
50 I 115, 115, ZOO 
OTo AT, IS, BM, THo CG, YS, 
IF I DABS I T ~ I .LT, TEST GO TO 170 
12 0 
130 
iF I IBR ,EQ. 2 I GO TC 140 
IF I DABS ( TH I .LT • ZcRC I GO TO 120 
IF ( ITM .NE, 1 I GO TO 130 
PHil . PHI 
PHI TWO * PHI 
JTM 2 
Tl TH 
GU TO 110 
IF I ITM ;NE. 1 I GO TC 130 
PHil PHI 
PHI PHI. I TWO 
ITM 2 
Tl TH 
GO TO 110 














GO TO 110 
PHI 
PHI + DPHI 
TH 
IF ( DABS ( TH I .LT. ZERC I GO TO 150 
IF I ITM .NE. l I GO TO leO 
ESP! ESP 
ESP ESP I Tk( 
TTM 2 
Tl TH 
GO TO 110 
IF I ITM .NE. 1 I GO TO lt:O 
ESPl ESP 
ESP TWO * ESP 
ITM 2 
Tl TH 










* I ESP 1 - ESP I I I Tl - TH I 
+ DEPS 
IF I IBR .EQ. 2 I GO TC 180 
IF 
EMIIPI = BM 
E~P(IPI = BMPR 
FEE II PI = PHI 
ITER 0 
IBR = 2 
ITM = l 
NSLEV .EO. 0 GO TO 115 
PHI P04 * PI-I 
GO TO 111 
PHI 
CO~T I NUE 
ESP 
IP 
GO TC 110 
PHI I TWO 
CEPSill 




EMPIIPI = BMPR 
FEEUPI = PHI 
ITER = 0 
IP .EO. IPLIM I GO TO 190 
IP =IP+IPI. 
NSLEV .EC. 0 I GC TC 185 
PHI P04 * PHI 
GG TC 187 
PHI 
COf<T INU E 
ITM 
GO TC 110 
IF I I P • EO. 5 
GO TC 100 
PHI I TWO 
RETURN 
200 PRINT lOCO, lo IP 
1000 FCRM~T ( //50H EMFEE VALUES HAVE NOT STAB!lllcO 
FCR SECTION , 13, 1 /22H 
l 10H AND POINT tl3 I 
GO TO 170 
END 
SUBROUTI~E THRUST I ESF, CSP, PH, OB, ABo OT, AT, IS, BH, TH, 
l CG, YS, PST, SMPR, TEST, ARS I 
c 








CO .. IION I 
COMMON I 
REAL * 8 
CONSTT I 
CURVS2 I 
I A-h, 0-l 
GP.~V, H, ITPKCF, MAX, NB, NSLEVt NSSC 
CEP$(101, CSIGUOI, SEPSilOit SSIGilO I, 
TEPSilOI, TSIGI101 
CO~~Gh I SEGMT2 I 
DIMENSION YSilOI, 
DI~ENSION ARSilOI 
DATA ZERO I OoODOO I 
DAI301, Dll30 I 
PST( 101 
DATA POl I Oo01DOO I 
DATA 01\E I 1.0000 I 
TH = ZERO 
BM = ZERO 
DO l 00 I = l , IS 
EPS =ESP- DSP- 01111 I* PHI 
DF = STRESS I EPS, CSIG, CEPS I * DAIII 
TH = TH + DF 




TEST = OAeS I PCl * TH I 
TEST .LT. ONE I TEST = ONE 
AT .EC. ZERO I GO TO 120 
EPS = ESP - ( DSP - DT I * PHI 
OF STRESS I EPS, SS!G, SEPS I * AT 
T H = TH + DF 
BM ~ BM + DF * I DT - CG 
CONTINUE 
IF ( AB .EQ. ZERO I GO TO 125 
EPS. = ESP - I OS P - DB I * PHI 
DF STRESS I EPS, SSIG, SEPS I * AB 
TH = TH + OF 
BM = BM + DF * I DB - CG 
CONTINUE 
BMPR 
IF I NSLEV 









.EC. 0 I RETURN 
1, NSLEV 
ESP- I DSP- YSI!I 1 *PHI 
P STI I I + EP S 
STRESS I EPS, TSIG, TEPS I * ARSIII 
= TH + CF 
~ OF * I Y S I I I - CG I 
BMPR + BMP 




DOU8LE PRECISION FUNCTION STRES~ ( EPS,TSIGN,TEPSN 
IMPLICIT PEAL * 8 ( A-H, C-Z I 
DIMENSION S!GNI12lt EPSNI1.Zir TSIGNI10l, TEPSNllOl 
DATA l[RC I O,ODDO I 
DO 90 I = 1, 5 
S I GN I II = T SIGN II l 
EPSNlll = TEPSNlll 
SIGNII+7l = TSIGNI 1+5) 
EPSN( 1+71 = TEPS~( I+5l 
90 CONTINUE 
SIGN(cl ZERO 
EPSNlbl = ZERC 
SIGN( 7l = ZERC 
EPSN 17 l = ZER.O 
If EPS ,LE. EPSNUl l GO TO 130 
IF I EPS ,GEo EPSNll2l l GO TO 120 
DO 100 I = 2, 12 
IF I EPS ,lEo EPSNIIl l GO TO 110 
100 CONTINUE 
PRINT 1000 
1000 FOR~AT ( 30H ERRCR I~ STRESS FUNCTION 
STOP 
1100 STRESS SIGNII-ll + I SIGNI.Il - SIGNII-ll I 
1 I I EPSN!II- EPSI\11-ll I *I EPS- EPS~ll-111 
RETURN 
1200 STRESS= SIGNUZI +I S!GNll2l- SIGNI111 l 
l I I EPSNI12l - EPSNllll I *IEPS - EPSNI121 I 
RETURN 
1300 STRESS = SIGN!ll - I S IGNI21 - SIGN I 11 I 
l I I EPSN!21- EPSNlll I * ( EPSNlll- EPS I 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTII\E PSTM I EPS l 
c 
C-----REVISE PRESTRESS "CMENT TC REFLECT NEW CURVATURE TO USE IN 
C STATIC SOL UTI ON 
c 
IMPLICIT REAL * 8 I A-t-, 0-Z I 
COMMON I CONSTT I GRAV, H, ITFRCF, MAX, NB, NSLEV, 'lSSC 
COMMON I TENDON I ARSI 10), YSTll10,45l, TMOMI45l, IOPllOl 
CO"I"CN I EMFEEE I EM(45,1Ql, EMP!45,101, FEEI45.10l 
DIMENSION SIGNllOI, EPSI\1 101, EFS!45l, TEMPMI451 
DO 150 K = 1 1 ~AX 
0 0 1 00 J = 1 • 10 
SIGN(JI = EMP(K,JI 
EPSN(Jl = FE:IK,Jl 
100 CGI\TINUE 
·EPSS = EPS!Kl 
IF ( EPSS .LE. EPSNI 1 l I GO TO 140 
IF ( EPSS .GE. EPSf\110 I l GC TO 130 
DO 110 I = 2, 10 
IF ( EPSS .LE. EPS~ll I l GO TO 120 
110 CONTINUE 
PRINT 1000 

















SIGN( I-ll + I SIGN! II - SIGN ll-ll l 
I EPSNIII- EPSN(I-11 *I EPSS- EPSNII-11 
SIGN I lOl + I SIGNllOI - SIGN! 9l I 
( EPSNllOl - EPSNI9l I * ( EPSS - EPSNI 10) 
TEMPM(Kl SIGNIII - SIGNI2l - SIGNI11 I 
I ( EPSN 12 I - EPSNI ll * ( EPSN( ll - EPSS I 
TMOMIKI = - TEMP~(Kl 
SUBROUTINE STIFF I EPS I 
c 
C-----REVISE FLEXURAL STIFFNESS TO REFLECT NEW CURVATURE 
c 
IMPLICIT REAL * 8 I A-~, 0-Z 
COMMC~ I CONSTT I GRAV, H, ITPRCF, MAX, NB, NSLEV, ~SSC 
COMMON I XSECT2 I AE(451, CGI451, 019,451, EII451 
COM~ON I EMFEEE I EMC45t10l 1 EMP(45,10l, FEEI45,l0l 
COMMON I EMFEET I EMTI45,10l 
DI~ENSION EPS(45), TSIGNI451, TEPSNI451 
DATA SMALl, SMAL2 I 1.000-06, -l.OOD-06 I 
DO 110 I = 1 , MAX 
DO 100 J = 1, 10 
TS I GN I J I = E MTI I, J I 
TEPSN(JI =FEE(!, J 
100 CONTINUE 
IF I EPSIIl .LT. S~AL1 .AND. EPSIIl oGTo SMAL2 I EPSI!l=SMAL1 
EPSS EPSI ll 
EIIII STRESS I EPSS, TSIGN, TEPSN l I EPSIIl 










IMPLICIT HEAL * 8 I A-h 0-Z l 
COMMON I CONSTT I GRA~, H, ITPRCF, MAX, NB, NSLEV 1 NSSC 
COMMON I XSECT2 I AEI45), CGI451, 0(9,451, El(451 
CO~~Ci', I TENDON I ARSilOI, YSTL(l0,451, TMOMI451, IOPilOI 
C.OMMON I BI~OATA I BMI451 1 B~ASSI451 1 X(45l 
COM~CN I SUPPRT I VSNI101, JSON(101 1 KEYSI5Q), NCT4 
COI'MCN I EMFEEE I EMI45tl01, EMP(45,101, FEEI45 1 101 
COMMON I LOAD! S I PHI I 501, 0(45 It 011451, V(45l, VOI451 
COMMON I PHIIFL I PHIINL 1 PHIFNL . 
COMI"CN I EMFEET I EMTI45 1 101 
COMMON I BMIFNL I BMINL, 8MFNL 
O!MEI'<SION F1501, Zl501, WTEMPI50I, EPS(501 1 A1501 1 81501, 
1 Cl501, PI 50 I, 111501 
DIMENSION 8MSTI501 
DATA ZERO, uNE, TWO, FCUR I O.OCOO, 1.0000, 2oODOO, 4.0DOO I 
DATA POl I OoOlDOO I 
HT 2 H + H 
f'E2 H * H 
HE3 HE2 • H 
N81 NB + 1 
~84 NA + 4 
NB 5 NB + 5 
Nll6 NB + 6 
1\87 NB + 7 
ITERST 0 
NTSTBL IJ 




WTEMPIJI = ZERC 
PHI (J I = ZERO 
CO liT I NUE 
DO 110 K = 1 1 MAX 
I = K + 3 
Fill DABS( EI(KI 







GO TC 130 








C-----REVISE PRESTRESS ~O~E~T DUE TO CHANGE IN CURVATURE 
120 CONTINUE 
122 
CD 122 I = 1, MAX 
tPSIII = PHII1+31 
COt.TINUF 
CALL STIFF I EPS I 
IF I 1\SLEV • EC. 0 I GC TO 124 
CALL PSTMIEPSI 
GO TO 12 7 





TMOMI I I = ZERO 
CONT INU" 
COI\T!NUE 
DO 128 K = 
I = K 
ll II 


















Zl41 I T~C 
ZINB41 I TWC 
Fl41 I ThO 


















=- TWC * I FIJ-11 +FIJI I 
= FIJ-11 + FOUR * FIJI + FIJ+ll 
TWCJ * I FIJI + FCJ+ll I 
= FIJ+ll 
= HE3 * PIJI +HE2 * I ZIJ-11 - TWC * ZIJI + 
Zl J+ll 




E :c IS:A * BIJ-21 + BB 
DENOM = E * BIJ-11 + AA * CIJ-21 + CC 
DENOM I 15·0, 145, 150 
OENOM IS ZERO BEAM DOES NOT EXIST, D = O; SET DEFL 
DL ZERO 
GO TC 160 
150 
160 
DL - ONE I OENOM 
Cl J I DL * EE 
BlJI OL * I E "' CIJ-11 + DD I 
AlJi DL * I E 
C-----CONTROL RESET ROUTINES FOR 
" Al J-11 + AA * AlJ-ZI - FF I 
SPECIFIED CONDITIONS 
KEYJ = KEYS IJI 
GO TO l 210, 170 It KEYJ 
C-----RESET FOR SPECIFIED DEFLECTION 
170 Cl Jl ZERO 
BIJ I ZERO 
AIJI VSNINSI 
NS NS + l 
210 CONTINUE 
220 CO~T INU E 
C-----COMPUTE DEFLECTIONS AND CCMPARE WITH PREVIOUSLY COMPUTED DEFL. 
wlNB7l = ZERO 
W(N861 =ZERO 
IDEFL 0 
DO 2 50 l = 3, NA 5 
J NB + 8 - L 
WIJI AlJI + BIJI * WlJ+ll + CIJI * wlJ+21 
DELW WlJI - WTEMPIJI 
ZERC 
~TOL = POl * W(JI 
IF l DABS I DEll< I - CABS IWTGL I I 240, 240, 230 
230 IDEFL = 1 
24 0 WTE MP I J I = WI J I 
250 CO~TINUE 
C-----COMP~TE CURVATURES 
11121 = TWQ * Wl31- "141 
WIN B6 I TW C * WI~ B5 I - W l N 64 I 
DO 260 J = 3, NB5 
PHilJI = l W(J-11- TWO* WlJI + wlJ+ll I I HE2 
260 CO~TINUE 
!TERST = ITERST + 
IF l IDEFL I 290, 310, 270 
27C IF l ITEPST- 25 I 120, .280, 290 
280 NTSTBL = 1 
C-----END OF ITERATIVE BEAM SOLUTION 
IF I NTSTBL I 290, 31C, 305 
290 P~INT 300 
STOP 
300 FORMAT I I 45H UNSPECIFIED ER;>OR IN DEFL. COMPUTATION 
305 PRINT 1000 
310 CO~TI NUE 
1000 FORMAT 1// SOH STATIC SCL<.ITIGN HAS NOT STABILIZED WITH!t, JNE 
l I, SOH PERCENT OF DEFLECTION l'>J 25 ITER4TICNS 
PH!li\L PHII4l 
PHIFNL PHIIN841 
BMINL = PHil41 * Fl41 
B~FI\L = PHI lNB41 * FlN841 
DO 320 K = 4, NB4 
I K -3 
VIII = WlKI 
.BMI II = PHIIKI * FIKI .- ZIKI 
·BMSTI!l = PHIIKI • FIKI 




SUBROUTI~E OLTPUT ( !OPT, TI~E. V I 
c 
C-----TH!S SUB~OUT!NE CONTROLS OUTPLT FOR STATIC AND DYNAMIC SOLUTIONS 
c 
IMPLICIT REAL * 8 ( A-H, C-Z I 
COMMON I COt<STT I GRAV, H, !TPF.OF, "AX, NB, NSLEV, NSSC 
COM~CN I E~DAU I B:-1!451, E"'ASS!45), X!451 
DIMENSION Vl451 
CATA ZERC, P5 I O.ODOO, 0.5000 I 
10200FORMAT I///30H MAXIMUM RESPCNSE, TIME= .1PD12o4o 
1 II 42H QLJAN Tl n BAR OR X COORC 
2 15H VALUE , 
3 I 31H STATION , 
5 I ZOH MOMENT , 5X, I 5, 21 3X, 012.4 I, 
6 I 20H SHEAR , SX, IS, 21 3X, 012.4 I, 
8 I ZCH Y Dl SP , 5X, !5, 21 3X, Dl£.4 I I 
1030 FORMAT //3lH COMPLETE RESPONSt. TIME = .IPD12.4, 
l II 43H STA X COORD MCMENT SHEAR 
2 24H Y Dl SP I I 
1040 FORMAT 5X, !5, 1PDl2.4, 012.4, 12Xo 012.4 I 
1050 FORMAT 34X, 012.4 I 
1060 FORMAT I lH1, I I 
PRINT 1060 
C-----IF !OPT = 1 ONLY MAX!Mt.M VALUES WILL BE PRINTED 
C-----IF !OPT = 2 COMPLETE RESPONSE WILL BE PRINTED 
BMI11 = ZERO 
BHI MAXI = ZERC 
GO TO I 100, 180 1, !OPT 
C-----PRINT ~AXIMUM VALUES O~LY 
100 BMMAX ZERO 
SMAX ZERO 
VMAX ZERC 
DO 150 J = z, MAX 
IF I DABS I BMIJ I I oL T. DABS I BMMAX I I GO TO 120 
B,.MAX = EMIJI 
JB = J,._ 1 
XB = XIJI 
120 SHEAR = I BMIJI - BMIJ-11 I I H 
IF ( DABS I SHEAP I .LT. DABS I SMAX I I GO TO 130 
SMAX SHEAR 
JS = J - 1 
XS = P5 *I XIJI • XIJ-11 I 
130 IF I DABS I VIJI I .LT. DABS I VMAX I I GO TO 150 
VMAX = VI Jl 
JV = J - 1 
XV = X!JI 
150 CO~TINUE 
. IF I OARS I Vlll I .LT. DABS I VMAX I I GC TO 170 
VMAX = VI 11 
JV 0 
XV=X!ll 
170 PRII'<T 1020, TI~E, JB, XB, EMMAX, JS, XS, SHEAR, JV, XV, VMf,X 
GO TO 200 
C-----PRINT COMPLETE OUTPUT 
180 J = 0 
PRINT 1030, TIME 
PRINT 1040, J, X(l), 8M(ll, Vl11 
c 
DO 190 J = 2, MAX 
SHE All I BM IJ I - e.~ ( J-11 I I H 
PRINT 1050, SHEAR 
JJ = J - 1 
PRINT 1040, JJ, XIJI, EMIJI,VIJ I 
190 CONTINUE 






C-----SOLUTICN FOR OY~AMIC DISPLACEMENTS 
c 
IMPLICIT RElL * B { A-H, 0-Z I 
CO,.~CI\ I CCNSTT I GRAV, h, ITPRCF, MAX, NB, NSLEV, NSSC 
COMMON I CONHL I OTlME, Tl!M, !DGPT, ISELFW, IS OPT, !STAT, 
1 ISTYPE, KEEPI?l, NDL, NDLS, NOUT 
CDM~C~ I XSECTZ I AEI45), CG(45), 0(9,451, Ell451 
COMMON I B"1DATA I BM(45), A~AS$(45), X(45) 
COMMON I SUPPRT I VSNI10), ~SONI10l, KEYSI50), NCT4 
CGI'MCN I FAILUP I SMAXI45l.-·SMAXN{lQ), VMAX, JS7Nil0l, NST7 
COMMON I Er.<FEEE I EMI45,1Ql, E".P(45,101, FEEI45,101 
COMMON I EMFEET I EMTI45,101 
COMMON I TIMEFN I PEAKI20l, TR, TO, !DTP, ILTP, 
1 ITYPEI201, KEH, NSETS 
COMfo4CN I TENDON I ARSilOI, YSTLI!0,451, T~OM(45l, IOP(10l 
COMMON I LOAO!S I PHII501, Q(45), QI(45), VI4Sl, VDI45l 
DIMENSIO~ DVI45), DDVI451, ADOVI45), PPHIJ(45), PHIJ145l, JI·IZOl • 
1 OYQI45), KOI\TI20), JMIZOl, PHI0(45), TPHIOC451, JLI20l 
DIMENSION PPPH!JI45l 
DATA ZERO, P5, ONE, TWO I 0.0000, 0.5000, 1.0000, 2.0000 I 
DATA All~ 11.00-03 lo TPHlCI1 l I 0.0000 I 
DATA SIX, TEN, PI I 6.CDOQ, 1.0001, 3.14159000 I 
DATA BETA I 0.02000 1, !PR I 2HPR I , !UN I 2HU~ 
DATA NO I 3H NO I 
1020 FORMAT Ill 37H SOLUTION FOR DYNAMIC LOADING NO. , 13, 
1 12H, TYPE = , A3, 10fi, PEAK = , lPD 10.3 ·1 l 
C-----CALCULATE TIME INTERVAL 
C-----CALCULATE AVERAGE FLEXURAL STIFFNESS ANO AVG MASS 
AEI = ZERO 
AMASS = ZERO 
DO 50 I = 1, MAX 
AEI = AEI 4- Ell Il 
AMASS= AMASS 4- BMASSIIl 
50 CONTINUE 
AMAX = MAX 
AMASS= AMASS I XIMAXl 
AEI = AEI I ~MAX 
IF ( DTIME .GT. ZEPC I GO TC 10.2 
DTIME = PI *DSQRT I AMASS I AEI l * H ~ H I TWC I TEN 
102 CR = TWO* BETA I ~ * [SQRTI AEI * A~ASS I 
CR = ZERO 
IF ( !STAT ,NE. NO GO TO 106 
CO 1 04 I = i • MAX 
VI I I = ZE'\0 
104 CONT INUE 
106. CG~TINUE 
C-----CALCULATE IMPULSE AT EACH STATIC~ 
107 DO 260 N = 1, NSETS 
CALL HEAONG 
PRINT 1020, N, ITYPEINlo PEAKINI 
IF I IDTP .NE. !UN l Gil TO 108 
C-----UNIFOR~ LCAO DISTRIBUTION 
CALL l~PLS1 I PEAKtNl, OI 
GO T C 115 
C-----SINUSOIDAL LOAD DISTRIBUTICN 
lOB CALL I~PLSZ I ITYPEINl, PEftKINl, 01 l 
115 CONTINUE 
C-----CALCULATE INITIAL DISPLACEMENTS, VELOCITIES AND ACCeLERATIONS 
DO 12 0 I ~ 1 , MAX 
VOl I l ~ VII l 
lJDV II l = ZERO 
ADDVI II = ZERO 
DVIIl = QIIIl I BI'ASSIJI 
120 CONTINUE 
C-----REVISE DISPLACEMEI'<TS AND VELOCITIES FOR UNYIELDING SUPPORTS 
DO 125 I = 1, NCT4 
IJ = JSDNIIl + 1 
DVIIJl =ZERO 
125 CONTINUE 
C-----ENSURE SMOOTH. TRANS IT ION FROM STATIC TO DYNAMIC SOLUTIO~'. 
CALL GEOM I VD, PPHI J I 
DO 130 I = 1 , MAX 
FHICIII = ZERO 
TPHIOI I I = ZEPG 
130 CONTINUE 
CALL FCRCE I Bh PPHIJ, PHJO, PHD, TPI-iiO I 
CALL ACCEL I DDV, Q, DV, ZERO I 
DO 140 I = 1, MAX 
DYQ(Il Qlll- CCVIII* BMASSIII 
DDVIII =ZERO 
140 CONTINUE 
IF I 1LTP .NE. IPR I GO TO 145 
DO 141 I = 1 , MAX 
DOV( I I = ZERO 
ADDVIIl = ZERC 
OVIII = ZERC 
141 CONTINUE 
IF I TR .GT. ZERO I GO TO 145 
DO 142 I = 1,. MAX 
DOVI I I = QI III I BMASSIII 
ADOV (I I .= ODV I I I 
142 CONTINUE 
145 CONTINUE 
C-----REVISE DISPLACEMENrS HO VELGCITIES FOR lJNYIELDING SUPPCPTS 
DO 148 I = 1, NCT4 





C-----START CYNAMIC SOLUTION 
KNOUT = 0 
TIME = ZERO 
150 TIME = TIME + OTIME 
~IT = 0 
IF ( ILTP ,NEo IPR l GC TC 155 
C-----CO~PUTE DYNAMIC LOADS DUE TO PRESSURE LOADING 
CALL OFG~CE I DYQ, ell, TI~E. CliME, TR, TO, MAX 
C-----EST!MATE DISPL. AND VEL. AT TIME T 
155 00 160 I = l, MAX 
0 VDI!l VDill +CliME* DVI!l + P5 * DT!ME "'OTIME * 
1 DDVI II 
DV I I I DV ( 1 l + CT !Me * DDV C I l 
160 COI<TlNUE 
C-----CALCUL~TE STRAI~S AND CURVtTURES AT TIMET 
170 CAll GEOM ( VD, PHIJ I 
NIT = NIT + 1 
C----> CALCULATE MOME~TS 
CALL FORCE ( BMr PHIJr PPH!J, P~[O, TPHIO I 
IF I NSLEV .EO. 0 I GG TO 172 
CALL PSTM ( PHIJ I 
GO TO 176 
172 CC 174 L = 1, MAX 
174 THO Mill = l ERC 
176 CONTINUE 
C-----CALCULATE ACCELERATIONS 
CALl ACCEL I DDV, DYQ, DV, CR 
C-----TEST FCR CONVERGENCE 
180 
DO 180 I = 1 , MAX 
DELDD =DABS I DDVIII - ADDVIII 
IF I CELDD .GT. ALIM I GO T'J 190 
CCHINUE 
KONVER = 
GO TO 200 
190 
C-----R EV IS E 
KONVER = 0 
DISPLo AND VELo 
200 DO 210 I = 1, MAX 
210 
DELDD = DDVIII - ADDVIII 
VOl Il =VOl II + OTIHE * DT!ME * DELOD I SIX 
OVI Il = OVIII + F5 * CliME* DELOD 
ADDVlll = DDVIII 
CONTINUE 
IF l NIT .GTo 10 I GO TCJ 270 
If I KONVER oEQ. 0 I GC TC 170 
C-----REVISE FOR NEXT TIME INTERVAL 
DO 230 J = 1, MAX 
PHIOIJI = TPHIOIJI 
PPHIJIJI = PHIJIJ I 
230 CO~TINUE 
C-----TEST FOR END Of RUN 
KNOUT = KNOUT + 1 
C----TEST FOR COLLAPSE 
235 
240 
CALL FAIL I VDr !'HIJ, TIME, FEE, K l 
DO 235 l = lr MAX 
BMI ll = BMILI - HC~IU 
IF l K .NE. 1 I GO TO 240 
CALL ClJTPUT I IDOPTr T IHr VC 
GO TO 260 
IF ( KNOUT .NEo NOUT I GO TC 250 
CAL-l OUTPUT I IDOPT, T II'E, VD I 
KNOLT = 0 
250 IF l TIME .LT. Tl!M l GO TU 150 
C-----Tl~E LI~!T EXCEEDED 
260 
PRINT 'l010 
CALL OUT PUT l IDJPT, T I~E r VD 
COI\'TINUE 
O.ETURN 
270 TIME= TIME - DTIME 
DTI ~E P5 * CTIME 
GO TO 150 
9010 FORMAT (/1150H BEAN G!D ~CT FAIL IN SPECIFIED TIME LIMIT 
END 
SlJBRQUT INE IMP LS 1 ( PeAK, 0 I I 
c 
C-----UNIFORM LOAD D!STR!BUTIC~ 
c 
l~PllCIT PEAL * R I A-H, 0-Z 
COMMON I CONSTT I G~AVr Hr ITPRCF, MAX, NB, NSLEV, NSSC 
DIMENSION 0!1451 
IJATA ZERC, TwC I 0.0000, Z.OCOO I 
CON1 = PFAK * H 
Ql I 11 = CON1 I ThO 
Oli~AXI = COI\1 I TWC 
DO 100 I = 2r NB 







C---->(OU!Vo CC~C. I~P~LS!: 
c 
l~PL!C IT t.EAL * 8 I A-r, J-Z I 
(Q"'~CN I CO"'STT I GRAV, ho- ITPRCF, '1AX, ~!6, NSLEV, 
C:J"'~Oi< I t!MOATA I 0',1451, 8!!ASSI451, Xl451 
Cl"Ef'<IS lOr. 0 l 1451 
NSSC 
OOATA /ERC, ON~, TwO, 
1 1 o.oo.:Jo, 1.oooa. 
2 9.0000. 1.2001 
TI-PEE, FOUP, FIVE, ATE, XNINE, TwEL 
2.0D0C, 3.GJOO, 4.0000, S.OOQQ, BoODOO, 
I, P! I 3ol415'l2653DCC/, ISY~ I 3HSY"' I 
C---->TEST LUAu TYPE 
IF I !TYPE .NE. ISYM I GO TO 110 
C---->SYMMETRIC Sl~USO!CAL OISTR!BU{!GN 
XL : XI MAXI 
100 
cern XL 1 P 1 
CON3 = PE~K * CON·r 
CON2 = CON3 * CON·}c 
CONl = PI I XL 
Cl I 11 = ZERC 
CR = C'IE 
SR = ZERO 
DO 100 I z 2, MAX 
CL = CR 
SL = SR 
ANG = C0~1 * XIII 
SR = DSIN I ANG I 
C~ = DCOS I A~G I 
CON4 = CON2 I H * 
CIII-11 = 0111-11 + 
. 01 Ill = CON4 - CCN3 
CiJNT !NUE 
RETURN 
SF. - S.L I 
CON3 * CL - CJN4 
* CR 
C---->UNSYMMETR!C SINUSO!CAL DISTRIBUTION 




DELTA = ZERO 
N = 1 
CON 1 ~ XL I PI 
CON3 = PEAK * CONl 
CON2 = C0~3 * CCI'd 
CON 1 = PI I XL 
If I J11 .EO. 2 I GO TO 120 
Cll 11 = ZEPO 
CR = ONE 
S R = ZERO . 
!STRT z 2 
!STOP = 3 • N3 /'" 'f: + 
DO 130 I = I STRT, IST'IJP 
CL = CR 
SL = SR 
ANG =COM * I x-111 - CELlA l 
~R = DSIN I ANG 1'-
CP = DCOS I ANG I 
CON4 = CON2 I H • 
C II I-ll = Oil I-ll + 
QIIII = CGM- Cl)Nj 
CONTINUE 
SF - SL l 
CON3 * CL - CJ~4 
• CR 
. '\:ll 
If I N .EU. 2 l RETUR~ 
!SHT: !STOP+ 1 
!STOP = MAX 
~L = XIMAXI TwC 
co. = ZERO 
S~ = CNE 
DELTA = Xl 
N = 2 
GO T C 115 
00 
--' 
SUBR!JUTI ~E OFCPCE ( DYC, CI, T !H, OT !ME, TR, TO, NJ 
C---->SET UP DYNAMIC FORCES FOR A~PL!ED OYNA~IC PRESSURE 
IMPLICIT REAL * 8 I A-h 0-Z I 
DIMENSION OYQ(451, Ql 1451 
IF I TIME .GT. TR I GO TO 100 
PINC DTIME I T~ 
GO TO 130 
100 IF I TIME - DT !ME .GE. TR GO TO 110 
P!NC I TO- Tl~E I (TO-T~ I- ( TIME- OTlME 1/TR 
GO TO 130 
110 If I TIME oGT. TO I GO TO 1~0 
PINC - DTIME I ( TC - TR 
GO TO 130 
120 IF I TIME - DTlME .GE. TO I GO TO 150 
PINC - I TO- TIME + OT !ME I I I TD - TR I 
130 DO 140 t = l, NJ· 
DYQ(!I DYQIII + PINC * 01111 
140 CONTINUE 
150 CONT lNUE. 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTit.E ~CCtL IDDV, q, CV, Ck 
c 
(-----CALCULATE Y ACCELERATION Of 2ACH STITlON 
c 
IMPLICIT OEAL "' 8 ( A-1;, C-Z I 
COMMON I CONSTT I GPAV, 1;, ITPRCF, MAX, NB, NSLEV, NSSC 
CO>I~CN I TENDG~<; I ARS{lO), YSTL!l0,451, TMOMI45h IDP!lOI 
COMMON I SUPPRT I VSNI101, JSDNI101, KEYSI501, NOT4 
COMMON I BMDATA I 6MI451, B>IASSI451, Xl451 
01 MENS!ON DDVI45 I, Ql451, DV 1451 
DATA ZEP.O, TWO f 0.0000, 2.0000 I 
DVI ZERC 
DVR =OV!ll 
Vl = ZERO 
TMOM(ll = TMDMill I TWO 
TMOMI MAXI = · HCM I ~·AX I I TWO 
DO 100 I 1, NB 
DVL DV I 
DVI DVR 
DVR DVI 1+11 
VR I 81411+11 - BMIII I f H 
IF I I .GT. I GC TC 90 
DDVIII I - VR + VL + Q(I I + CR * I DVR + DVL I 
1 - CV 1 * TWO * CR + I I - TWO * T .,(JM I I I 














VR + Vl + 




* CR +. 
DVR + DVL I 
-TWO * T.,OM(JI + TMOMI 1+11 I I H' 
+ CR * DVI - DVR * T~O ~ CR 
TWO * TMOMIMAXI I I H I I 
2 
C-----R EV IS E 
DO 
DDVINB+ll = I VL + QINB+ll 
+ I I T"'OMINBI -
f BMASS I NB+ll 
ACCELERATIONS FOR UNYIELDING 
120 I = 1, NCT4 
SUPPORTS 
J JSDNIII + l 
DDVIJ I = ZERO 





SIJ~R_OUTIN[ GEOM I v, P.HIJ l 
c 




!MPLIC IT REAL * 8 I A-h 0-Z 
COMMON I CONSTT I G~-AV, H, ITPRCF, MAX, NB, NSLEV, NSSC 
COM~ON I PHIIFL I PH!INL, PHIF~L 
DII'EI\SIC~ Vl451, PHIJI45l 
DATA ZERC, ThO I OoODOO, 2.0000 
PHIJill = PHIINL 
PHIJI~AXl = PHIFNL 
OU 100 I = 2, NB 
PH!Jill = I Vll-11- TnO *VIII + VII+ll I I I H * H I 
100 GG~T I f\UE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FCRCE l BM, PHI, PPHI, PH!Ot TPHIO I 
C---->SOLVE FCR ~OME~T ~T E~C~ STATIO~ 
c 
IMPLICIT FEAL * 8 A-h fl-Z I 
COr'~CN I CCNSTT I GF.AV, h, ITP~CF, MAX, NB, NSLEV, 'ISSC 
COMMON I EMFEEE I EMI45,101t E~PI45,101 t FEE145,10l 
COMMON I EMIFNL I R~lNLt BMFNL 
COM~CI'< I EMFEET I E~T 145,10 I 
DIMEI~S!ON PHI!451, PPHil45), PH10!45), TPHIOI45), TEMilOii 
l TFEEI10I, B~l451 
DATA ZERO /0,00001 
~'1111 = BMINL 
EMIMAXI = BMF~l 
00 110 ! = 2 t NB 
DO 100 J = 1, 10 
TE~IJI = EMTli,Jl 
TFEElJI = FEEIItJI 
100 CONT INUE 
C~Ll SEARCH ( TEM, TFEEt PPI1Jll It PHIOI II, PHil lit BMII It 
1 TPH!OIIl , I I 
ll 0 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
BM( ~AX I = BMFNL 
SUilROUTI~E SEA~Ch I STt EP, PEPS, EPSO, EPS, SIG, TEPSO, L l 
C---->SEARCH ~ - PHI CURVE FOR CLRRENT LEVEL 
IMPLICIT REAL * 8 I A-h, G-Z I 
c 
DIMENSI::JN STilOI, EPilOI, TSll21, TE1121 
DATA ZERO, ONE I C,ODOC, 1o0DOO I 
C-----SET UP AUXIL(ARY POSITIVE CURVES 
KEY = 0 
TSill ZERO 
TEill ZERO 
TSI 71 ZEPO 
TEI71 ZERC 
J = 5 
K = 6 
DO 100 I = 2 t 6 
TSlll - STIJI 
TEl II - EPIJI 
TSII+61 STlKI 
TEl I+6l EPIKI 
J = J -
K = K + 
100 CONTINUE 
C-----DET ERMINE PREVIOUS STRESS LEVEL 
IF I PEPS oGEo EPSC I GC TO 110 
ET = TSl2l I TEI21 
Go rc 120 
110 ET = TSIBI I TEI81 
120 PSIG = l PEPS - EPSO l * ET 
C-----CHECK FCR POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE CURVE 
IF I EPS .:; EPSO l 320, 130, 140 
130 SIG = ZERO 
C = ONE 
I = 8 
IT = 12 
AEPS = EPS 
GO TO 250 
140 IF I PSIG .LT. ZERO l GO TO 330 
IF l EPS .GTo PEPS I GC TC 148 
I ; 8 
IT = 12 
C = ONE 
144 SJG = I EPS - EPSO I * ET 
AEPS = EPS 
GO TO 250 







IT = 12 
C -= ONE 
AEPS EPS 
IF PS!G- TSIII,I 160, 170, 180 
EPSS APEPS '- TEll-11 - l TEIII- TEll-11 I 
"I PSIG- TSII-ll l I I TSl II - TSll-11 
GQ TC 190 
EPSS APEPS - TEIII 
GO TG 190 
I = I + 1 












J = I 
TSIG PSIG 
TEPS = APEPS 
AEPS- I TEIJl + EPSS I I 210, Z20, 230 
S!G = TSIG +I TSIJI- TSIG I *I AEPS- TEPS I 
I I TE!JI + EPSS - TEPS I 
ro z;o 
SIG = TSIJI 
TG 25 0 
I J .GE. IT I GO TO 240 
TSIG = TSIJI 
TEPS = TEIJI + EPSS 
J = J + 1 
TC ZOO 
C-----TES T 0 FF 
SIG = ZERO 
CURVE 
250 IF I 
IF ( 
KEY oECo 1 I GO TO 305 
AEPS TEll I I 26C, 27C, 280 
2600 
1 
TSIG TSI I-ll + ( TSI II - TSII-11 I 
* I AEPS - TEII-11 I I I TEl II - TEII-11 
GO TO 300 
270 TSIG TSIII 
GO TO 300 
280 IF I I .GE. IT I GO TO 290 
I = I + 1 
GO TC 250 
290 TSIG = ZERO 
300 IF TSIG .LT. SIG I SIG = TSIG 
305 SIG = C * SIG 
IF S!G I 306, 306, 308 
306 K = 2 
GO TO 310 
308 K = 8 
310 TEPSO = EPS - SIG * TE (KI I TS IKI 
GO TO 9999 
320 lf I PS IG .GT. ZERO I GO TO 340 
IF I EPS oGT. PEPS I GC TC' 325 
I = 2 
IT = 6 
AEPS = - F.PS 
APEPS = - PEPS 
PSI G = - PSI G 
C = -ONE 
GO TO 150 
325 C = -ONE 
SIG = DABS I EPS ·- EPSC I * ET 
AEPS = - EPS 
I = 2 
IT = 6 
GC TC 250 
C-----REVERSAL NEGATIVE TO PCSITIVE 
330 EPSS = EPSO 
PSIG = ZERO 
[ = 8 
J = I 
IT = 12 
APEPS = ZERG 
AEPS = EPS 
TSIG = ZERO 
T EPS = ~PSD. 
C = ONE 
ET = TSI61 I TEI81 
IF I EPSO .LT. ZERO KEY 
GO TO 200 
C-----REVERSAL POSITIVE TO NEGATIVE 
340 I = Z 
J = I 
IT = 6 
EPSS = - FPSO 
PSIG = ZERO· 
APt:PS = ZERO 
AEPS = - EPS 
TSIG = ZERO 
TEPS = - EPSO 
C = - O~E 
ET = TSIZI I TEI21 
IF I EPSO oGT. ZERO I KEY 






SUBROUTI~~ FAll I VO, PHI, TIMto FE2, ~ I 
' C-----CHECK FOI\ FAILURE OIJE TC EXCESSIVE GEFLECTION, SHEA'\, 
C ANO BENOII·IG 
c 
IMPLICIT REAL * 8 I A-H, c-z I 
COH"'lON I CJNSTT I G~AV, h lTPPOF, 'lAX, NB, NSLEV, NSSC 
COHMON I I!"'DATA I BH(ItSio eMASSI1t5J, Xllt51 
COMMON I fAILUR I SMAXI1t5J, SMA)NilOI, VMU, JS7Nil0 It lloS·T7 
COMMON I TIHl:FN I PEAKI20Jo TR., TOo IDTP, ILTP. 
l 1TYPEI2DI, KEYlo NSETS 
OIHENSION VOIItSio PHII451o FEEI~5,1DJ 
.DATA ZERO, P5 I DoOl'IOO,. 0.5000 I 
1DOOOFOR'4AT I //lt6H FAILURE DUE TC LHERAL DEFLECTION AT X a , 
1 1P012 .-
1020 FCR~ATI 1134H 
1030 FORMAT! 1135H 
1070 FORMAT I. 1123H 
LOBO FORMAT I 1H1 I 
FA I LURE CUE TO SHEAR AT X • , 1P01Zo4 I 
FAILURE OUE TO aENOI"'G AT X z ,lPDl2olt 
·FA I LURE liT TtHE • o1PI':fl2olt I 
C-----CHECK FOR FAILURE AT EACH STATICN AND IN EACH BAR 
KEY1 a 0 
KK • 0 
K • 0 
C-----CHECK FOR FAILURE llJE· TO EXCESS I !IE DEFLECTION 
DO 120 J • 1, MI\X 
110 
IF I DABS I VOIJI I oLTo IIM.IlC I GO TO 120 
IF I KEYl o!OO. l I GO TO l10 
KEYl • 1 
IF J KK oEOo 0 I PRINT lOBO 
KK • l 
K • l 
PRINT 1000, XIJt 
lZO · CCIIT !HUE · 
C----CHECK FOR FA IL~E DUE TO SHEAR 
DC 130 J • 2.. !4AX 
SHEAR • I BMIJJ - !MIJ-1 I I I H 
IF DABS I SHEAR I .Llo SM:IXIJI I GO TO l30 
K • l 
XB • P5 * I l((JI + XIJ-1 I I 
IF KEY! .EOo l I GO TO 125 
KEYl •. 1 
lF KK .EO.o 0 I Pill NT 1080 
125 KK a 1 
PAINT 1020, XB. 
130 CONTINUE 
C•--"--CHECK FOR· FAILURE DUE TO BE~·ING 
DO 150 J • 2, Nil 
IF I PHlCJI ~GTo FEEIJ,U ootNDo PHIIJI oLTo FEEIJ.lOI 
1 GO TO 150 
K • 1 
lF IC:EYl oE o. 1 I GO TO l"t5 
KEY 1 • 1 
IF KK ·.EC:o 0 I PRINT 1080 
llo!i KK " 1 
PAINT l>l30o· KIJI 
150 CChTJhUE 





C-----THI S SU!ROUTINE ESTABliSHES HEAClNG ON PAGE OF OUTPUT 
!'4PLICI.T PEAL * 8 I A-H, 0-Z I 
COM~Ch I IONTFN I IDllltOI. 1021191• NPRQII 
110 FOR NAT I lH 1. II, ' 
1 20H· PROGRAM CYNPCII 
2 I 4311 ANALYSIS At.O PREDiCT ION OF COLLAPSE OF 
3 21H PRESTRE SSEO CONCRETE . 
It I 1t5H BEAll'S Uf'IOER STATIC •No CYI'IAMIC LOADI~G. 
6 /1/, 21 sx. 2014 •. I I I . 
lZO FORMAT I 13H PROBLEH •· U, 11, lOX.· 19Aio I 
PRINT 110, C 101.111, I • L• 40 I . 







PROGRAM DYNPCB: GUIDE FOR DATA INPUT 
IDENTIFICATION OF RUN 




IDENTIFICATION OF PROBLEM 
One alphanumeric card for each problem. 
Program terminates execution if NPROB (Problem Name} is blank. 
NPROB 
I A4 I 
1 4 1, 
Description of Problem 
19A4 
TABLE 1. PROBLEM CONTROL DATA 
Three.cards for each problem. 
First card. 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
[ID I A4 I I A4 I I A4 I I A4 I IA4l 
6 9 11 14 c 16 .19 21 24 26 29 3'134 
where: 
2 to 7 - Enter 11 KEEP" to retain data from previous problem for 
for TABLES 2 to 7. 
Second card. 
!STAT ISOPT NDL IDOPT NOUT TUM DTIME 
I,A3 I [IS I IS I 15 I I5 I E10.3 I El0.3 I 







ISTAT - Option for static solution 
Enter 11 YES 11 or 11 ~N0 11 
ISOPT - Option for output of static results 
=1, Only miiximumvalues are printed 
=2, Complete respo~se 
NDL - Number of dynamic loadings for the problem or number of 
additional dynamic loactings, if TABLE 6 is retained from 
previous problem. 
IDOPT- Option for output of dynamic.results 
=1, Only maximum values are printed 
=2, Complete re~ponse 
NOUi - Output interval for dynamic solution 
88 
Enter 1 if output is desired at the end of every time 
interval. Output is printed at the end of the 5th, lOth, 
etc. time interval if 5 is entered. 
TUM- Time limit for dynamic solution 
Unit of time is always the second 
DTIME - Initial interval of time for dynamic solution 
If left blank, an approximate tentative value is 
internally calculated 
Third card. 
NB ISELFW GRAV ISTYPE ISIMP m 1 Is · 1 El0.3 1 Is , Is , 
6 1 0 15 25 30 35 
where: 
NB - Number of bars in the model structure 
Maximum: 44 
ISELFW - Option to consider self-weight 
=0~ self-weight is not considered 
=1, self-weight is calculated internally and added to 
static loads · 
GRAV - Acceleration of gravity, necessary for calc.ulation of 
concentrated point masses. Compatible units must be 
used 
ISTYPE - Type of structure 
=2, Reinforced concrete beam or steel beam 
=3, Prestressed concrete beam with nonprestressed 
reinforcement 
=4, Prestressed concrete beam without nonprestressed 
reinforcement 
!SIMP - Variation of properties across the structure 
=l, Properties of the section are same throughout 
=2, Properties vary across the structure 
TABLE 2. CROSS SECTION DESCRIPTION 
No card, if TABLE 2 is retained from previous problem 
A) Control Card 
Minimum of one card. Maximum of ten cards 
JSN XN 
I !5 I El0.3 I 
6 10 20 
where: 
BlN B2N B3N 
I E 1 0 . 3 IE 1 0 . 3 IE 1 0 . 3 I 
31 40 50 60 
IENDN 
I A3 I 
66 68 
JSN - Station number {call initial station non) 
Enter last station number if cross section is constant 
XN - X-coordinate at station JSN 
BlN - Width of top flange at station JSN. See Figure 2 
B2N - Thickness of web at station JSN 
B3N - Width of bottom flange at station JSN 
IENDN - Enter 11 END 11 if JSN is the number of last station 
B) Zone Data Card 
Three cards for each control card. See Figure 2 
ISN(l) DN(l) 
[ !5 IE10,3I 
11 15 25 
where: 
ISN(2) DN(2) 
I !5 IE10.3 I 
31 35 45 
I !5 IE10.3 I 
51 55 65 
89 
ISN(K) - Number of the segment at the bottom of zone k. Segments 
are numbered 1 to 30, from top to bottom of the section, 
as shown in Figure 2.' ISN(9), ·the last segment at the 
end of zone 9, must be entered as 11 30 11 
DN(K) - Depth of bottom of zone k, from top of section. 
DN(9) must be equal to total depth of sectidh at 
station JSN 
Remarks- Depths may change from station to station, but segment 
numbers may not. 
90 
Zone (3) and zone (7) can be used to represent tapering· 
portions of I section 
C) Nonprestressed Reinforcement Description 
No card if reinforcement is not present. Maximum of ten cards 
for all problems 
JRN DTN ATN DBN ABN 
1 . r5 I 
6 10 
I El0.3 IE10.3 IE10.3 IE10.3 I 
16 25 35 45 55 
where: 
JRN - Number of station where a change in reinforcement occurs. 
For uniform distribution of reinforcement throughout the 
structure, set JRN equal to the last station and enter 
only one card 
DTN - Depth of centroid of top reinforcement from top 
ATN - cross section area of top reinforcement 
DBN - Depth of centroid of bottom reinforcement from top 
ABN - cross section area of bottom reinforcement 
D) Prestressed Steel Description 
1) Steel Control Card 
Only one card required 
NSLEV 
I r5 I 
6 10 
where: 
NSLEV - Number of steel layers; maximum of ten layers 
If prestressed steel is not present leave card blank 
2) Steel Data 
One card for each steel layer, No card if NS~EV = 0 
NSLV lOP ARS PSTRNN NPT2 
[ 15 I IS I 
6 10 15 
I El0.3 IE10.3 I 
21 30 40 
I rs I 
46 50 
where: 
NSLV - Number of the steel layer 
lOP - Geometry of steel layer NSLV 
=1, Layer at same depth from top of section throughout 
=2, Layer depth variation linear 
=3', Layer depth variation parabolic 
ARS - Area of steel layer NSLV 
PSTRNN - Effective steel strain .of NSLV after all losses except 
change in strain due to bending of member 
NPT2 - Number of points to define the geometry of layer NSLV. 
NPT2 equals the number of points at which the depths 
of layer NSLV given in the next set of data 
3) Geometry of Prestressed Steel 
Maximum of three cards for each steel layer 
IPN(l) YST(l) 
I 15 I El 0. 3 I 
6 10 20 
IPN(2) YST(2) 
I 15 IE10.3 I 
46 50 60 
I !5 I ElO .3 I 
26 30 40 
where: 
IPN(K) - station number at which the depth of steel layer. 
NSLV is defined. Enter last station if depth of 
layer remains constant 
YST(K) - Depth of centroid of layer NSLV from top at station 
I PN ( K) 
Remarks - All cards in TABLE 2 must be in ascending order of 
station numqers 
Values fqr omitteq stations are i riterpol a ted between 
input stations 
Omitted segments are assumed to be equally spaced 
within the zone 
91 
For steel layer at same depth throughout the beam, 
data needed only for the 1 ast station · 
Provide data at the ends and at the center for a 
parabolic or V-shaped segment of the layer 
TABLE 3. STRESS-STRAIN CURVES 
Minimum of five cards; maximum of 13 cards 
No card, if TABLE 3 is retained from previous problem 
Specification according to Figure 3 
A) Control Card 
Only one card required 
NSSC 
I !5 I 
6 10 
where: 
NSSC - Number of stress-strain curves to be input. Maximum of 
three curves are allowed. Last curve input is used for 
prestressed steel 
B) Specific Weight and Stress Values 
Two cards for each curve 
SIGMUL GAMMA 
I El0.3 IE10.3 I 
11 20 30 
where: 
SIGMUL - Stress multiplier; may not be zero or blank 
92 
GAMMA- Specific weight of the material, necessary for calcula-
tion of self-weight of the structure and concentrated 
point masses 
SIGN(J) - factor to be internally multiplied by the stress 
multiplier, in order to obtain the stre~s at the jth 
point of the stress-strain curve. Input must proceed 
from most negative to most positive value. Ten values 
must be supplied. 
C) Strain Values 
Two cards for each curve. 
EPSMUL EPSU 
1, E 1 0 . 3 I E 1 0 . 3 I 
20 30 
93 
EPSN ( l) EPSN ( 2) EPSN(J), J=l, 10 (10F8.0) 
I I I I I I I I I I 
1 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 . 72 80 
where: 
EPSMUL Strain multiplier; may not be zero or blank 
EPSU -Ultimate strain for the material 
Compressive strain for concrete and tensile strain 
for steel 
=EPSN(lJ or EPSN(lO) multiplied by EPSMUL 
EPSN(J) -Factor to be internally multiplied by the strain 
multiplier, in order to obtain the strain at the jth 
point of the stress-strain curve. Input must proceed 
from most negative to most positive value. 
Ten values must be supplied 
Remarks -At least one stress-strain curve must be given 
Input zero (or very small) values for SIGN(9) 
and SIGN(lO} :if tension in concrete is allowed 
TABLE 4. SPECIFIED DEFLECTIONS 
Minimum of two cards for each problem. 
No card if TABLE 4 is retained from previous problem 
JSDN VSN 
I I5 JElO. 3 I 
6 10 20 
IENDN 
I A3 I 
26 28 
where: 
JSDN - Station nurnb~r where a displacement is to be specified 
VSN - Value of specified vertical displacement 
IENDN - Enter 11 END 11 if last card in TABLE 4 
TABLE 5. STATIC LOADS 
Minimum of one card for each problem; maximum of ten cards per 
run. Data in TABLE 5 are cumulative. If TABLE 5 is retained, 
present specification is added to previous table; if no addi-
tional load is added to previous table, or no static solution 
is to be performed, enter one blank card 
JI5 JL5 
I I5 I r5 1 
6 10 15 
KONT5 
I Il I 
20 
QN 
I El0.3 I 
31 40 
where: 
JI5 - Station number at which load begins 
JL5 - Station number at which load ends 
KONT5 - Code for load distribution 
=0, Last card in TABLE 5 
=1, Data varies linearly between values at JI5 on 
this card and values at JL5 on next card 
=2, End of distribution sequence 
=3, Data uniformly di.stributed between JI5 and JL5 
QN - Value of lateral load 
Remarks - If Jl5 = JL5 and KONT5 = 0 or 3, values are assumed 
to be concentrated; otherwise all values are assumed 
to be given per unit length of beam 
Overlapping distributions and concentrated values 
are cutnul ati ve 
Values for omitted stations are linearly interpolated 
between input stations · 
Values are lumped at each station according to 
station X-coofdinates 
Downward 1 oad.s are considered negative 
94 
TABLE 6. DYNAMIC LOADS 
Minimum of one card; maximum of twenty load sets per run. 
TABLE 6 may be retained from the previous problem and addi-
tional data sets may be added to the existing table. 
No card is necessary if number of additional loadings (NDL 
in TABLE 1) is z~ro. 
Data in TABLE 6 is arranged in sets. A set may contain any 
number of cards, provided that the limit of the run is 
observed 
A) Control Card 
Only one card per run is necessary 
IDTP ILTP TR 
[][] I A2 I I E 1 0 0 3 I 
6 7 11 . 12 16 25 
where: 
IDTP - Load distribution 
TD 
I El0.3 I 
31 40 
= SI, Load distributed sinusoidally 
= UN, Load distributed uniformly 
ILTP - Dynamic load type 
= IM, Impulse 
= PR, Forcing pulse 
TR - Time of rise 
Not required for load type IM 
TD - Time of pulse duration 
Not required for load type IM 
B) Load Sets 
One card for each dynamic load specified in TABLE 1 (NDL) 
ITYPE 




I El0.3 I 
21 30 
iTYPE - Symmetry of load distribution 
= SYM, Symmetric load distribution 
=USM, Unsymmetric load distribution 
Not required for load distribution UN 
95 
PEAK ~ Peak Value 
Remarks ~ Dynamic loads are assumed to be distri.buted over the 
full 1 ength of the beam. Va 1 ues are lumped at each 
station acco~ding to station x~coordinates 
Only one distribution type, sin1,1soidal or uniform, and 
one.load type, impulse or.forcing pulse, are permitted 
for any problem. Load systems added toprevious TABLE 
6 must have same distribution and type as existing 
TABLE 6 loads . 
Symmetric sinusoidal distributions have peak value at 
beam centerline. Unsymmetri c. s inusoi dc~.l dis tri buti ons 
have peak value at right hand quarter point 
Uniform impulse loadings are nqt permitted. 
Dynamic loading effects are superimposed qn the static 
loading specified in TABLE 5 
Data are cumulative for each data set 
Downward 1 oads are considered negative 
TABLE 7. COLLAPSE PARAMETERS 
Required only for dynamic solution 
No card if dynamic solution is not required or TABLE 7 is 
retained from previous problem 
A} Maximum Displacements 
One card is required 
VMAX 
I El0.3 I 
11 20 
where: 
VMAX ~ Maximum allowable vertical displacement. 
B) Maximum Shear 
Minimum of one card; maximum of·ten cards. 
JS7N 
I . 15 I 
6 10 
SMAX 




JS7N- Number of station where a.change in allowable shear 
occurs. For uniform maxirnum al·lowable shear through'"' 
out the structure, set JS7N equal to the last station 
and enter only one cq.rd 
SMAX - Ultimate shear at station JS7N 
Remarks - Ultimate shear is linearly interpolated between 
input stations 
All cards must be in ascending order of station 
numbers 




PROGRAM DYNPCB: CODING LISTINGS AND 




OYNPCB EXA~PLE PROBLEM 
WIDE FLANGE BEA" 
PI STATIC LOADS ONLY 
YES 
20 0 386,4 2 I 






2+0. 318E+ 00 






-4,73 -4,72 -4,71 -4, 70 4o 70 4, 71 
+l,OOOE-03+15, 70E-D3 
-12.2 -8.64 -s.-1 -1.57 1.57 5.1 
0 
20 END 
0 20 0 -83.333 
SINUSOIDAL IMPULSE 
KEEP KEEP KEEP 
NO I 40+3.000E-026,6345E-05 






6+0. 79 5 E+OO 
24+ 15. 365 
30+16.16 






OYNPC8 EXAMPLE PROBLEM 
REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAM 
P2 STATIC AND IMPULSE LCAD!NG 
YES 2 2 5+1,000E-024o7874E-05 










6 +2 o200E+OO 7+ 2o 200E+OO 
l9+7.900E+OO 23+9.800E+OO 




-z.o -4.0 -4.01 -4.0 o.oot 
+1,000E-03-10,00E-03 
-6.25. -2,5 -2.0 -1.5 6,o 
+ 1. oooe +040. 26612 
~4.73 -4.72 -4.11 -4.7 4.7 
+1, OOOE-03+15, 70E-03 
-12.2 -8.64 -5.1 -1.57 1.57 
0 o.o 
20 0,0 EN[ 
0 20 0 -4,167E+01 








FORCE PULSE LOADING 
KEEP KEEP KEEP KEEP . 
YES 2 1 2 
KEEP 
5+1.000E-024o7874E-05 
20 0+3o864E+02 2 1 













OYNPCB EX~MPLE PROBLEM 
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE BEAM 
P3 STATIC AND IMPULSE tOAOING 
YES 1 5+6 • COOE-04 
24 0 336.4 4 2 
24 288.0 20.0 20.0 20 .o 
2 1.0 6 4. 0 7 
11 10.0 19 zo.o 23 
24 26.0 28 29.0 30 
3 2.4 +5 .600E-03 3 
15.0 12 21.0 24 15 .o 
+l.OOOE+03+B.484E-02 
o.o -4.0 -4.7 -5.c -4.2 0.111 0.222 
+l.OOOE-03-S.COOE-03 
-s.o -3.5 -3.0 -z.zs -1.2s o.033 o.o6o 
+1. OOOE+04+2. 861E-Ol 
-25.87 -25.50 -23.62 -21.75 -18.75 18.75 21.75 
+1. OOOE-03+64.00E-03 
-64.0 -4s.o -zo.o -1c.c -1.0 1.0 1o.o 
0 o.o 
24 0.0 ENC 
0 24 -300.0 









0.555 o.oo5 o.oos 
0.099 15.0 40.0 
23.62 25.50 25.87 
zo.o 45.0 64.0 
00000000011111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 
123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678•0 
DYNPCB EXAMPLE PROBLEM 
PRESTRESS ED CONCRETE I BEAM 
P4 STATIC ~NO IMPULSE LOACI~G 
YES 1C+l.OOOE-02 
30 1 386.4 3 1 
3C 360.0 13.0 6.0 
22.0 44.0 
s a.o 12 13.o 
19 21.0 25 27.0 
30 z.o 0.62 
7 
1 1 0.085 +4.BOOE-03 
2 1 0.085 +4.800E-03. 
3 1 0.085 +4.800E-03 
4 1 0.170 +4.BOOE-03 
5 1 0.170 +4.BOOE-03 
6 ·1 Oel70 +4eBOOE-03 
7 1 0.425 +4.BOOE-03 
30 4.0 
3 c 2 o. 0 
30 22.0 
30 24 .o 
30 26.0 
30 28. 0 
30 30 .o 
3 
+l.OOOE+03+8.484E-02 
o.o .-,4.o -4.7 -5.o 
+1.000E~03-5.000E-03 
-5.o -3.5 -3.o -2.25 
+l.OOOE+04+2.861E-Ol 
-4.74 -4.73 -4.72 -4.71 
+ le OOOE-03+ 15. 70E-03 
-15.7 -12.2 -8.64 -5.1 
+1. OOOE+04+2.887E-Ol 
-25.87 -25.5 -23.62 -21.75 
+l.OOOE-03+64.00E-03 
-64. 0 -45. 0 -20.0 -10 .o 
0 o.o 
30 0.0 END 
0 30 0 





































4. 73 4.74 
12.2 15.7 






ANALYSIS AND PREDICT ION OF COLLAPSE GF PRESTRESSED CONCRETE 
BEAMS uNDER STATIC AND OY~A~IC LOADING 
DYNPCB EXAMPLE PRCBLEM 
WIDE FLANGE BEAM 
PROBLEM P1 
STATIC LOADS ONLY 
TABLE lo P~OG~AM CONTROL DATA 
NC KEEP DPTIQNS EXERCISED 
STATIC SOLUTION REQUIRED 
STATIC OUTPUT OPT !Gill 
SELF WEIGHT OPTION 
STRUCTURE TYPE 
STRUCTURE S IMPL!CITY 
NUMBER OF BARS 








TABLE 2. CROSS SECTION DESCRIPTION 
C CNT ROL OAT A 
STA X-COORD TOP FLANGE WEB BOT FLANGE 
WIDTH THICKNESS WIDTH 
20 4. BODO 02 1,150D 01 5o040D-D1 1o150D 01 
SEG~ENT, DEPTH DATA 
SEG DEPTH SEG DEPTH SEG DEPTH 
2 0.3180 00 5 0,7950 00 6 0,7950 00 
11 0.4800 01 1g o. 1140 02 24 0,1540 02 
25 o. 1540 02 28 0,15BD 02 30 0.1620 02 
REINFORCEMENT DESCRI PTI 0~ 
STA TOP REINF BOTTOM REINF 
DEPTH AREA DEPTH AREA 
20 o.o o.o o.o o. a 
PRESH.ESSING STEEL DESCRIPTION 
NC .. -PRESTRESS EO BEAM . 
TABLE 3, STRESS-STRAIN CURVES 
CURVE NO 1 
MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEIGHT 
ULTIMATE STRAIN 
STRESS VALUE SCALE FACTOR 
STRAIN VALUE SCALE FACTOR 
STRESS INPUT VALUES 
2.B62D-01 
1. 5 70 D-02 
1.0000 04 
1,000D-03 
-4.740 -4.130 -4.720 -4.710 -4.700 4.700 4.710 4.720 4.730 4,740 
STRAIN INPUT VALUES 
-15.700-12.200 -8,640 -5.100 -1.570 1.570 5.100 6,640 12.200 15.700 




TABLE 5, STATIC LOADS 
· FIIOM TO CONT LATERAL 
STA STA CODE LOAD 
20 0 -a. 3330 01 
T •BLE 6. DYNAMIC LOADING 
NONE 





CO~PLETE R!:SPO~SE, Tl rF ; o,o 
STO X COORD ~-D~Ef'JT SHEAR Y D I SP 
D. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
0.19000 D5 
2.4000i) 01 4. ?b au o 05 -2.538 30-01 
0.17000 OS 
4.BOO~D 01 8,6400C 05 -~. 00400-01 
0.15000 05 
7,20CCD 01 1.2240D 06 -7. 3323D-Ol 
o.l300D OS 
;;. 60000 01 loS3600 06 -9,46600-01 
0.11000 05 
1·.20000 02 1,90000 Do -1.13550 00 
o.ooooo 04 
1,440CD 02 z,01t00 J6 -1.2959D 00 
0,70000 04 
1. €;8000 02 2ol840D 06 -1.4241p 00 
o. 50 DOD 04 
1.92000 02 2.30400 D6 -1.517bD 00 
0.30000 04 
2,16000 02 2,3UOD 06 -1. 5745D 00 
0.1000D 04 
10 2,4000D 02 2.40000 06 -1.59360 00 
-0.10000 04 
11 2,64DOO 02' 2.37600 06 -1.5745D 00 
-o. Joooo 04 
12 2, BBO<JO 02 2. 30400. 06 -1.51760 00 
-D. 5000D 04 
13 3,12000 02 2.18408 06 -1.4241D 00 
-o. 70DOO 04 
14 3.36000 02 2.01600 06 -!.295~D 00 
-o. 90oo D 04 
1 ~ 3,6000D 02 1. BOOOO 06 -l.l355D 00 
-o. llOOD 05 
16 3, 8400D 02 1.53600 06 -9,46600-01 
-o. l300D 05 
!7 4,0800D 02 1 ,22400 D6 -7.332 30-01 
-0.1500D 05 
18 4.32000 02 B,64COD 05 -5, OD4C0-01 
-0.17000 05 
1S 4, 56 ODD 02 4. 5600D 05 -2.53830-01 
-a. 1900D 05 
20 4.8000D 02 D.D D,O 
P~CG RA r-' DYNPCB 
ANALYSIS AND PPED!CT!ON OF.COLLAPSE OF PRESTRESSED CONCOETE 
BEA~S UNDER STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOADING 
DYNPCB EXAMPLE PROBLEM 
WIDE FLANGE REAM 
PROPLEM PI 
SINUSOIDAL !~PULSE 
TABLE 1. PROGRAM CONTROL DATA 
RETAIN PRIOR DATA TABLES 2 ,3 ,4 
STATIC SOLUTION i<ECU l RED NO 
SELF WEIGHT OpTION 0 
STRUCTURE TYPE 2 
STRLCTURE 51 HPLICITY 1 
NUHRER OF BARS 20 
ACCEL, DUE TO GRAVITY 3.8640 02 
N~HBER OF DYNAMIC LOADINGS 1 
DYNAMIC OUTPUT OPTION 2 
OUTPUT l NTERVAL 40 
TIME LIMIT 3.000D-02 
TIME INTERVAL 6.6340-05 
TABtE 5, STAT !C LOADS 
HUM TO CONT LATERAL 






TA&L E t. DYt\iAi-.11 C LCADJNG CO"PlETf RESPONSE, 
I ~FULSE. S!;WSGICAL CIS TR !RUT TON 
SH X (GO~'D 
c. c 
L GAD NO. TYPE PEAK 
2.40000 01 
SY"1~-'ETRIC -2. JOOJ oc 
4.80000 01 
7.20000 01 
TAfl E 7. COLLAPSE PARAM~TEPS S.6000C 01 
1.20000 02 
D ISPLACE~ENT LIMIT 1. 0000 01 
6 lo 44000 02 
S !-"EAR LIMITS 1.68000 02 
TERM SHEAR 1.92000 02 
STA ~ALUE 
20 1. 0000 10 2.16000 02 
1C 2.40000 02 
11 2.6'tOOD 02 
12 z.eeooo 02 
13 3.12000 02 
14 3.36000 02 
15 3.60000 02 
16 3. 84000 0~ 
17 4.08000 02 
18 4.32000 02 
1; 4.56000 02 
20 4.80000 02 


























2. 58820 06 
-0.68090 
2.42480 06 









































-1. 422 co 00 
-1.So61C OJ 
-1.67170 00 















COMPLETE RESPONSE, TIHE = 
SH X COORD MCHENT 
0 o.o o.o 
2. 6 538D-02 
SHEAR 
0.1797D 05 
Y D ISP 
c. c 
2.40000 01 4.31260 05 -2.7855D-01 
4.80000 01 8.5.1900 05 
7.20000 01 1,2516D 06 
9.~0000 01 1.62040 06 
1.20000 02 1o9493D 06 
1.44000 02 2o23G3D 06 
1.~8000 02 2,45630 06 
1.92ooo 02 2.6219D o6· 
2o1600D 02 2,72Z9D 06 
10 2.40000 02 2,75~8D 06 
11 2o6400D 02 2.72290 06 
0.17530 05 
o. 1665D 05 
Oo1531D 05 
0.13 710 05 
o. 1171D 05 
0.6898D 04 
a. 42oao 04 
Oo1414D 04 
-o. 14140 04 
-o. 42080 04 
-5.502 lD-01 
-8. 0837D-Ol 
-1. 0466D DO 
-1.25910 00 
-1. 44C5D 00 
-1. 5865D 00 
-1.69340 00 
-1. 7587D 00 
-1.7806D 00 
-1.75870 00 
12 2.88ooo 02 2.62190 06 -1.6~340 oo 
13 ~.12000 02 2,45f3D 06 
14 3.36000 02 2.23030 06 
15 3o60000 02 1o94S30 06 
16 3.8400D 02 1.62040 06 
17 4o08000 02 1.25160 06 
18 4.3200D 02 8o5190D 05 
IS 4,56000 02 4,31260 05 





-o .16650 05 
-0.17530 05 
-0.1 797D 05 
-1.58650 00 
-1.44050 00 






COMPLETE RESPONSE, TIHE = 2.91920-02 
STA X CCCRD MOMENT SHEAR 0 ISP 
o.o a. o c. a 
0.1716D cs 
2o4000D 01 4.2623D 05 -2.75300-01 
4.8000D 01 8.4197D 05 
7.2000D 01 1.23700 06 
~.6000D 01 l.W15D 06 
lo2000D 02 1.9266D 06 
1.44000 02 2o2043D 06 
lo68000 02 2o4277D 06 
1o9200D 02 2o5913C 06 
2.1600D 02 2.6911D 06 
10 2.40000 02 2.7247D 06 
1.1 2.64000 02 2.69UO 06 
o. 1732D 05 
0.1646 D 05 
Oo1519D 05 
o. 13550 C5 
0.!157D 05 
0.93080 04 













-1. 7598D 00 
-1.73820 00 
12 2.8800D 02 2,59130 06 -1.67370 oo 
I~ ~.12000 02 2.42770 06 
14 3.36000 02 2.20430 06 
15 3o60000 02 lo9U60 06 
16 3o 84000 02 1o 60150 06 
17 4.C800D 02 1.2370C 06 
18 4,32ooo 02 8,41q7o 05 
19 4.56000 02 4.26230 05 
2C 4.80000 02 o.o 






-o .1n2 o 05 
-0.17760 05 









ANALYSIS AND PRED!C TlON UF COLLAPSe OF PRESTf<ESSED CJNCPETE 
PEA~S uNDER STATIC A~D DY~AM!C LOADING 
DYNPCB EXAMPLE PROBLEM 
REINFORCED CONCRETE EEAM 
PRDP.LE"~ P2 
STATIC AND I ~PULSE LOADING. 
TABLE 1. PROGRAM CONTROL DATA 
NC KEEP OPTIONS EXERCISED 
STATIC SOLUTION REQUIRED 
STATIC OUTPUT OPTION 
SELF WEIGHT OPTION 
STR~CTURE TYPE 
STRUCTURE SIMPLICITY 
NL~BER OF BARS 
YES 
ACCEL. DUE TO GRAVITY 3.8640 
NU~BER OF OYNA~IC LOADINGS 















TABLE 2. CROSS SECTION DESCRIPTION 
CONTROL DATA 
SH X-COORD TOP FLANGE WEB BOT FLANGE 
WIDTH THCKNESS WIDTH 
20 1.8000 02 e. oooo oo a. ODOD oo a. oooo oo 
SEGMENT, DEPTH DAH 
SEG DEPTH SEG DEPTH S EG CEP TH 
2 o. 3000 00 ~ o. 2200 01 1 Do 2200 01 
11 0.4100 01 1• 0.7900 01 23 D.960C 01 
24 0.980~ 01 28 0.1170 02 30 c. 1£00 02 
REINFORCeMENT :>ESC f.! PT ION 
SH TOP DE 1 NF BOTTC~ <lf I ~F 
DEPTH AREA I):;PTH .tJq,EA 
2C o. c c. c [.0000 J1 l.OOOD JO 
P~ESTRESSING STEEL DESCRIPTION 
t\Cf\'-PFlESTRESS ED BE .AM 
CURVE NO 1 
~ATER!AL SPECIFIC WEIGHT 
ULTIMAH STRAIN 
STRESS VALUE SCALE FACTOR 
SWAIN VALUE SCALE FACTO~ 





o.o -2.000 -4.ooo -4.010 -4.ooo o.uol o.DD2 o.ooJ o.oa4 o.oo5 
STRAIN INPUT VALUES 
-10.000 -6.25D -2·.500 -2.000 -1.500 6.000 12.000 18.000 24.000 3C.GOO 
CURVE NC 2 
MATERIAL SPECIFIC kEIGHT 
ULTIMATE ~.STRAIN 
STRESS VALUE SCALE FACTOR 
STRAIN VALUE SCALE. FACTOR 





-4.740 -4.730 -4.72C -4.710 -4.700 
STRAIN INPUT VALUES 
-15.700-12.200 -8.640 -5;100, -1.570 




TA~LE 5. STATIC LOADS 
FROM TO CUN T 
STA STA CDOE 
2C 




IMPULSE, Sl~USOIDAL DIST~l~UTION 
4.700 4.710 4.720 4.·730 ~.740 




L GAD NO. TYPE PEAK CC•PLETE ~:!ESPONSE, 
SY••E TRI C -2.5000 01 STA X COORD 
c.o 
TAPLE 7. COLLAPSE PARA~ETERS q.ooooo 00 
1o80000 01 
Q!SPLACEMtNT LI•IT = 3 .oooo 00 
2.70000 01 
S~EAi< LIMITS 4 3.60000 01 
TE~M SHEAR 4. 50000 01 
STA VALUE 




10 9.00000 01 
11 9.90000 01 
12 1.08000 02 
13 1.17000 oz. 
14 1.26000 02 
15 1.35000 02 
16 1.44000 02 
17 "1.53000 02 
tq 1o6ZOOO 02 
19 1.71000 02 
20 1.80000 02 
























1. 67080 05 
-o.c;:625D 





































Y 0 I SP 
o.o 
-5.93830-02 





















C~MPLETE RESPONSE, TIME = 1.1969D-D3 
COORD 
o.o a .a 
~.coooo oc 1o 4HOO as 
1,80000 01 2.84460 05 
2o7000D 01 3.4860C CS 
4 3.60000 01 3.73910 05 
4.50000 01 3.9829D 05 
5,40000 OJ 4.1375C 05 
6.30000 01 ·4.22190 05 
1. 200DD 01 4.22 S90 OS 
8.100DD 01 4,23460 OS 
10 9,00000 01 4.23t50 05 
11 9.90000 01 4.23460 05 
12 1.08000 02 4.2299D 05 






o. 27090 04 
0.17180 04 
o. 93720 03 
o. 8905D 02 




-o. 89050 02 
















14 1. 26000 02 4.13750 05 -1,420CD 00 
-0.17180 04 
15 1,35000 02 3, 98290 OS -1•24060 00 
-0.27090 04 
16 1.44000 02 3.73910 05 -1.030~0 00 
-o. za12o 04 
11 1. 53000 02 3.48600 05 -7. 96060-01 
-o. 71280 o4 
18 1,62000 02 2,84460 05 -5.4335D-01 
-0.15170 05 
19 1.11000 02 1.4790C 05 -2,75590-01 
-0.16430 05 
20 1.aoooo oz a. o c. 0 
CC•PLETE RESPONSE, TIME = 
STA X COORD MCMENT 
c. 0 o.o 
9,00000 00 9.97420 04 
1.80000 01 2,49970 05 
2,70000 01 3.71660 05 
4 3.60000 01 4,23680 05 
4.50000 01 4.27740 05 
5.40000 01 4.30070 05 








o. 51790 04 
-1. 763 20 00_ 
0.45190 03 
-2.13250 00 
o. 25830 03 
-2.44600 00 
0.17640 03 
6.30000 01 4,3lf6D 05 -2.69660 00 
7,20000 01 4.32910 05 
9 8.1000D 01 4.33660 05 
1C S,OOOOD 01 4o3397D 05 
11 9.90000 01 4.33~60 05 
1~ 1,08000 02 4.32910 05 
13 1.17000 02 4.31~60 05 
o._1390D 03 
. o. 83910 02 







-3.028 3D 00 
-2.9909D 00 
-2.87950 00 
-z. 69660 oo 
14 1.26000 02 4. 3007 D 05 -2,446 00 0 0 
-0.25830 03 
15 1. 35000 02 4,27740 05 -2.13250 00 
,-0.45190 03 
16 1,44000 02 4.23680 05 -:-1.76320 00 
11 . 1. 53000 02 3. 71660 05 






19 1.71000 02 9,97420 04 -4.58160-01 
-0.11080 05 
zc 1.80000 02 o.o o.o 
FA !LURE DUE TO l~T EI;~L DEFLECT ION AT X • 9.00000 01 





A~~LYS IS AND PREDICTION OF COLLAPSE OF PRESTRESSED CONC·RETE 
BEAMS LNDER STATIC AND OY~AMIC LOADING 
DYNPCB EXA~PLE PROBLEM 
REINFO~CEO CONCRETE ijEAM 
FPCBLH P2 
FORCE PULSE LOADING 
TAeLE 1. PROGRAM CONTROL DATA 
RETAIN PRIOR DATA TABLES 2 ,3 ,4 ,5 .7 . 
STATIC SOLUTION REQUIRED YES 
STATIC OUTPUT OPTICN 2 
SELF WEIGHT .OPT! C~ 0 
STRUCTURE TYPE 2 
STRUCTURE SIMPLICITY 1 
NUMBER OF BARS 20 
ACCEL. DUE TO GRAVITY 3.8640 02 
NUMBER OF DYNAMIC LOADINGS 1 
DYNAMIC OUTPUT OPTION 2 
OUTPUT INTERVAL 5 
TIME LIMIT 1. 0000-02 
TIME INTERVAL ~.7870-05 
TABLE 5. STATIC LCACS 
HOM TO CONT LATERAL 
S TA STA CODE LOAD 
USING DATA FROM PREVIOUS PROBLEM 
20 -4. 1670 01 
ADD! TIONAL CATA FOR T~IS PR08LEI< 
0 0 o.o 
TABLE 6, DYNAMIC LOADING 
PRESSURE, UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION 
RISE TIME 6oOOOD"'02 
PULSE DURATION • . 1.2000-01 
LOAD NO. TYPE PEAK 
U~IFORM -5.000D 02 
CC~PLE TE RESPONSE, T I•E ~ 
SH X C~DRD "Ofot'ENT 
0 o.o o.o 
~. coooo 00 3.29600 
1.80000 01 6.17930 
2.70000 01 B.68.ltb0 
4 3.fOOOD 01 1.08400 
4.5000D 01 1.26640 
5.40000 01 1.4UoD 
6.3000D 01 1.:53460 
7. 2DODD 01 1.6196D 
9 8.1000D 01 1.6709D 
1C ~.ooooD 01 1.68810 
11 9.90000 01 1.67090 
12 1.08000 02 1.61960 
I! 1.1 70CO 02 1. 53~60 
14 1.26000 02 1.416<'>0 
15 1.35000 02 1.26640 
16 1.44000 02 1.08400. 
17 1. 53000 02 8.68460 
1B 1.62000 02 ".17930 
19 1. 71000 02 3.29~0D 























































































cc•PLETE RESPCNSE, T IeE = 7,42050-03 
SH COORD MO~ENT 
a.a a. o 
1,00000 00 4.21510 04 
1.aoooo 01 1. 67g3o 04 
2.70000 01 1.04740 05 
4 3.60000 01 1.26770 05 
4o 50000 01 lo43f00 05 
5.40000 01 1.55~60 05 
6,30000 01. 1.64610 05 
7,20000 01 1.70240 05 
a. 10000 01 1. 733go C5 
10 9,00000 01 1.74400 05 
11 9,90000 01 1. 73390 05 
1< 1. aaoao 02 1.7C24D a5 
SHEAR 
O. 46830 C4 
0.38490 04 

























13 1.17000 02 1.6461C 05 -3,61870-01 
-a.9611D a3 
14 1.260aD 02 1.55960 05 -3. 3C3f:O-Ol 
-a.1374D 04 
15 1. 35000 02 1olt360() 05 -2,90601Hl1 
-0.18700 04 
16 1.44000 02 1.2677C 05 -2~4325D-01 
-0.24470 04 
11 1.5300D 02 1.0474D 05 -1.8g1e0-01 
-0.31060 04 
18 I. 62000 02 7,67g3D 04 -1.29570-01 
-o. 3849D 04 
19 1.71000 02 4.21510 04 
-0.46830 04 
20 1.80000 02 o.o c. a 
GC•FLETe RESPONSE, TI•E = 1.ooopo-o2 
ST ~ X COORD MOMENT 
0 c. 0 
9.00000 00 4.68310 04 
1.80000 01 8.48570 04 
2.70000 01 1.15380 05 
1e60COD 01 1.39590 05 
4.50000 01 1.58510 05 
6 5.40000 01 1.72930 05 
co3000D 01 1.8H7D 05 
7.20000 01 1,90620 05 
9 8.10000 01 1,94760 05 
10 s.ooooo 01 1.96110 05 
11 9.90000 01 1.94760 05 
12 1,08000 02 1.90t2D 05 
SHEAR 
a. 52030 C4 
o. 42250 04 
o. 33no c4 
0.26900 04 
o. 21020 04 
0.16020 04 
o.un o o4 
0.79490 03 
o. 46010 03 
0.15040 03 
-0.15040 03 
-o. 46a1D 03 
-0.79490 03 










-4. 442 ~:0-01 
-4. 494 30-01 
-4.44250-01 
-4 •. 28750-01 
13 1.11000 02 1o83470 05 -4,03170-01 
-O.l171D 04 
14 1.26000 02 1.72930 05 -3.67880-01 
-0.16020 04 
15 1.35000 02 1.58510 05 -3.23440-01 
-0.21020 04 
16 1.44000 02 1.39590 05 -2.70620-01 
-:-O• 26900 04 
11 1.53ooo 02 1.15380 os -.2.10410-oc 
-o. 33910 C4 
18 1.62000 02 8,48570 04 -1.44090-01 
-0.42250 04 
19 1.71000 02 4.68310 04 -7.32840-02 
-0.52030 04 






ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION OF COLLAPSE OF PRESTRESSED CONCRETE 
eEA~S UNDER STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOADING 
OYNPC8 EXA~PLE PROBLEM 
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE HAM 
PROBLEM P3 
STATIC ANO IMPULSE LOADING 
TABLE 1. PROGRAM CONTROL DATA 
NC KEEP OPTIONS EXERCISED 
STATIC SOLUTION ·REQUIRED 
STATIC OUTPUT OPTION 
SELF WEIGHT OPTION 
STRUCTURE TYPE 
STRUCTURE SIMPLICITY 
N LMBER OF BARS 
YES 
ACCEL. DUE TO GRAVITY 3,8640 
NU~BEP. OF DYNAMIC LOADINGS 















TABLE 2o CROSS SECTION DESCRIPTION 
USING DATA FROM PREY IOUS PROBLEM 
C CNTROL OAT A 
STA X-COORD TOP FLANGE WEB BOT FLA~GE 
WIDTH THICKNESS WIDTH 
24 2. 8800 02 z.oooo 01 z.oooD 01 2.000D 01 
SEGMENT, DEPTH DATA 
S EG DEPTH SEG DEPTH SEG DEPTH 
2 0.1000 01 6 Oo400D 01 7 0.4000 01 
11 0.100D 02 19 0.2000 02 23 C.2600 02 
24 o. 2600 02 2 8 0.2~00 02 30 0.3000 02 
REINFORCEMENT DESCRIPTION 
NCN-PRESTRESSED STEEL ABSENT 
PRESTRESSING STEEL OESCR IPTION 
NUMBER OF STEEL LAYERS 
LAVER GEOMETRY AREA STRAIN SEGMENTS 











TABLE 3 o STRESS-STRAIN CURVES 
CURVE NO 1 
MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEIGHT 
ULTIMATE STRAIN 
STRESS VALUE SCALE FACTOR 
STRAIN VALUE SCALE FACTOR 





o.o -4.000 -4.700 -5.000 -4.200 
STRAIN INPUT VALUES 
-5.000 -3.500 -3.000 -2.250 -1.250 
CURVE NO 2 
MATERIAL· SPECIFIC kEIGHT 
ULTIMATE STRAIN 
ST~ESS VALUE SCALE FACTOR 
STRAIN VALUE SCALE FACTOR 







0,555 0.005 o.oos 
0.091 15.000 40.000 
-25.87D-25o50D-23,620-Z1.750-18.750 18,750 21.750 23.6ZO.Z5.500 Z5.870 
STRAIN INPUT VALUES 
-64oOOD-it5,000-20,00D-10,000 -7,000 7o000 10,000 20.000 45,000 64,000 




TABLE 5, STATIC LOADS 
FROM TO CONT 






TABLE 6o DYNAMIC LOADII\iG 
IMPULSE, SINUSOIOAL CIST~IBUT ION 
LOAD NOo TYPE PEAK 
SYMHETRI C -1.0000 01 
TABLE 7. COLLAPSE PARAMETERS 
































- 2o30108C 06 




-2.06313 0 06 
- 2.1 0434D 06 
-2.283790 06 
-2.706900 06 
-3. C63'o9D 06 
CURVATURE 
-6.14682D-04 
-2. 45B73D- 04 
-9.83490D-05 





1. 91022D- 04 
4o 775550-04 
COMPLETE RESPCWSEo. TIME • 0.0 




1o 2000D 01· 4o 96800 05 
2.40000 01 9.50400 05 
3 3.6000D 01 1.36080 06 
4 4o80000 01 1o72BOD 06 
5 &oOOOOD 01 2o0520D 06 
6 7.2000D 01 2.3328D 06 
8o40000 01 2o57C4D 06 





















9 1o08000 02 2o91600 06 -5.48SE0-02 
0.90000 04 
10 lo20000 02 3o02400 06 -5. 73060-02 
o. 54000 04 
11 1.32000 02 3.08880 06 -5.87690-02 
0.18000 04 
12 1.44000 02 3.11040 o6 -5. 9.25W-02 
-D.1BOOO 04 
!3 t.s&ooo oz 3.·aaeao 06 -s. 87690-o2 
-0.54000 04 
14 1o6BOOO 02. 3.02400 06 -5.73060-02 
-0.90000 04 
15 1.80000 02 2.91600 06 -5~·48BE0-02 
-0.12600 05 
16 1.92000 02 2. 76480 06 -5.15490-02 
-0.16200 05 
1 7 2. 04000 02 2.57040 06 ·=o. 1 9tfoo· OS -.4. ~~330-0,_2 
18 2.16ooo 02 2.33280 o6 -4.229groz 
-o .23400 05 
19 2.28000 02 2.05200 D6 -'3.·65210-02 
-0.27000 05 
20 2,40000 02 1o 72800 06 -3,0084D-02 
-o. 30600 o5 
21 2o52000 02 1o36080 06 -2.308S0-02 
-o. 34200 05 
21 2.61t000 02 9. 501tDO 05 -1. 5b540-02 
-0.37800 05 
23 z. 76000 02 4.96800 05 -7•90820-03 
-o. 41400 05 
24 2 .saooo 02 o.o c.o 
COMPLETE RESPONS-E, TIME =. 4. 20500-04 
































5, 71500 05 
1.09890 06 
1.58110 06 
2. 01720 06 
2.40580 06 
2.74560 06 
3, 03540 06 
lo27fo10 06 
3olt608D 06 
3. 59470 06 
0,47620 05 
0.43950 05 
o. 40190 05 
0.36340 05 
o. 32380 05 
o. 28320 05 
0.24150 05 
0.19890 05 
0. 15560 05 
0,11160 05 
o. 67140 Olt 
-1.2028o-o2 
-2. 382~D-02 
-3. 516 eo-oz 







1.32000 02 3,67520 06 -9,00570-02 
Do 221t10 Olt 
1,41tOOD 02 3o70210 06 -~.0817D-02 
-0,221t1D 04 
1,56000 02 3.67520 06 -9.0057D-02 
-0.67140 04 
1.68000 02 3,59470 06 -8,7788D-02 
-0.11160 05 
1.80000 02 3.46080 06 ~8.40440-02 
1.92000 02 






3.27410 06 -7.88790-02 
-0.19890 05 
3.03540 06 -7.2370D-02 
-0.24150 05 
2.74560 06 -6.4615D-02 
-o, Z832 o 05 
2.40580 06 -5.57330-02 
-o. 323BD D5 
2.01120 06 -4. 5864D-02 
- o. 36340 05 
1.58110 06 -3.51680-02 
-0.40190 05 
22 2,64000 02 1o09890 06 -2,38230-02 
-,0,43950 05 
23 2. 76000 02 5.71500 05 -1.202 80-02 
-0.47620 05 
24 2.a8ooo o2· o.o o.o 


















1. 20000 01 
2,1tOOOD 01 
3,60000 01 
4. 80000 01 
6,00000 01 
7.20000 01 
a. 40ooo 01 
9,60000 01 
1.08000 02 











2. 52000 02 
MOMENT 
o.o 
5. 90290 05 
1.1362C 06 
1.63Eit0 06 









0. 45490 C5 
0.41680 05 
0,37160 05 
o. 33720 05 
o. 29540 05 
0,25240 05 
o. 20810 05 
0,16290 05 
0,11700 05 










-a. 570 21l-02 
-9, 13Z 3D- 02 
-9. 53980-02 
3,82160 06 -9.78680-02 
Oo23510 04 
3.84980 06 -~. 869~D-02 
-0.23510 Olt 
3o8216D 06 -9,78680-02 
-o. 70410 04 
1. nne 06 -9·. 539ac-o2 
-0.11700 05 
3. 596 70 06 -9. 132 3D- 02 
-0.16290 05 
3,4012o 06 -e. 57020'-02 
-0.2!HI1D 05 
3,15150 06 -7.8621C-02 
-0.25240 05 
2.84860 06 -7. 0187D-02 
-0.29540 05 
2. 49~10 06 -6. 05300-02 
-0.33720 05 
2,08950 06 -4,9805C-02 
-0.37760 05 
1.63640 06 -3.81840-02 
-0.41680 05 
22 2.64ooo 02 1,13620 o& -2. 5863D-o2 
23 2. 76000 02 
24 2.aeooo 02 
-0.45490 05 
5,90290 05 -1.30570-02 
-o. 4'11'10 o5 
o.o o.o 




ANAlYSIS AND PREDICTION Of COLlAPSE Of PRESTRESSED CONCRETE 
BEAMS UNDER STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOADING 
DYNPCB E~AMPLE PROBLH 
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE I BEAM 
PHBLEM Pit 
STATIC AND IMPULSE LOADING 
TABLE 1o PROGRAM CONTROL DATA 
NO KEEP OPTIONS EXERCISED 
STATIC SOLUTION RECU IRED 
STATIC OUTPUT OPTI CN 
SELF WEIGHT OPTION 
STRUCTURE TYPE 
STRUCTURE SIMPLICI TV 
NUMBER Of BARS 
YES 
ACCEL. DUE TO GRAVITY 3.864D 
NUMBER OF DYNAMIC LOADINGS 















TABLE 2. CROSS SECTION CESCRIPTION 
USINGOATA' FROM PREVIOUS' PROBLEM 
CONTROL OATA 
STA X-COORD TOP FLANGE WEB BOT FLANGE 
WIDTH THICKNESS WIDTH 
30 3.6000 oz 1.300D 01 6o000D 00 1.7000 01 
SEGMENT, DEPTH OAH 
SEG DEPTH SEG DEPTH SEG DEPTH 
2 0.200D 01 4 0.4000 01 5 t.500D 01 
o. 6000 01 12 o. 1300 02 16 Co1BOO 02 
19 0.2100 oz 25 0.2700 02 30 o. 320[ 02 
REINFORCEMENT CESCRIPTION 
STA TOP· REINF. BOTTOM REINF 
DEPTH AREA DEPTH ARE.A 
30 2oOOOD 00 6.2000-01 o.o o. 0 
PRESTRESSING STEEL DESCRIPTION 
NUMBER OF STEEL LAYERS 
LAYER GEOMETRY AREA STRAIN SEGMENTS 
1 1 8 .5001>-02 4o800D-03 1 
2 1 8.500D-02 4. 8COD-C3 1 
3 1 8.5001>-02 4.800D-03 1 
4 1 1. 7000-01 4.800D-03 1 
5 1 1. 7001>-01 4. 800D-C3 1 
6 1 1. 700D-01 ".aooD-03 I 
1 1 4.250D-01 4oBOOC-03 1 
LAYER STA DEPTH 
30 4.0000 00 
30 z.oOCD 01 
30 2.200D 01 
30 Zo4000 01 
5 30 2 .600D 01 
6 30 2.aooo 01 
30 3.0000 01 
TABlE 3. STRESS-STRAIN CURVES 
CURVE NO 1 
MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEIGHT B.4840-02 
ULTIMATE STRAIN -S.OOOD-03 
STRESS VALUE SCALE FACTOR 1.0000 03 
STRAIN VALUE SCALE FACTOR 1o OOOD-03 
SIRESS INPUT VALUES 
o.o -4.000 -4.700 -5.000 -lt. 200 0.111 o.zzz 
STRAIN INPUT VALUES 
-5. ooo -3. soo -3. coo -2. 2so -1. 2ZO 0.033 0.06b 
CLRVE NO 2 
MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEIGHT 2.8610-01 
ULTIMATE STRAIN 1.570D-02 
STRESS VALUE SCALE fACTOR 1.0000 04 
STRAIN VALUE SCALE FACTOR 1. OOOD- 03 
STRESS INPUT VALUES 
-4.7 .. 0 -4.730 -4.720 -lt.110 -lt.700 "· 700 4.710 
STRAIN INPUT VALUES 
-15o70D-12o200 -8o640 -5.100 -1.570 1o570 5o1 00 
C~~VE NO 3 
0.555 0.005 
0.099 15.000 
4.720 "· 730 









MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEIGHT 
ULTIMATE STRAIN 
STRESS VALUE SCALE FACTOR 
STRAIN VALUE SCALE FACTOR 





-25,87Q-25,50Q-Z3,62Q-21,750-l8,750 18,750 21.750 23,620 25.500 25,870 
STRAIN INPUT VALUES 
-f4,00D-45.00Q-20,00Q-10,000 -7,000 7o000 10,000 20,000 45,000 64,000 




TABLE 5, STATIC LOADS 
FROM TO CONT 
STA STA CODE 
30 0 
TABLE 6, DYNAMIC LOADING 
LATERAL 
LOAD 
-a. 3330 01 
!~PULSE, SINUSOIDAL DISTRIBUTION 
LCAD NO, TYPE PEAK 
SYMMETRIC -4. OOOD 01 
TABLE 7, COLLAPSE PARAMETERS 






30 lo OOOD 05 
COMPLETE RESPONSE, TIME = o.o 
STA COORD MOMENT ShEAR Y OISP 
0 o.o o.o a. o 
0,19890 05 
1.2oooo 01 2.38720 o5 -3.72130-03 
0.18520 05 
2 2.40000 01 4.60970 05 -8.56410-03 
1 3.60000 01 6,66760 05 






6,00000 01 1o02900 06 -2,6682Q-02 
6 7.20000 01 1.18540 06 
8.40000 01 1.32530 06 
9,60000 01 1,44880 06 
1,08000 02 1.55580 06 












11 1, 32000 02 1o 72040 06 -5,87740-02 
12 1.44000 02 1.77800 06 
13 1,56000 02 1.81920 06 
14 ·1,6800D 02 lo8439D 06 
o. 48020 04 
0.3430D 04 
o.2osaD 04 




15 1,8000D 02 1,8521D 06 -6.610CD-02 
_-0.68600 03 
16 1.92000 02 1.84390 06 -6.56310-02 
-o.2058D 04 
17 2. 0400D 02 1, 81 ~2D 06 -6.4232Q-02 
-o. 34300 04 
18 2,16000 02 1o77800 06 -6,1931D-02 
.;.0,48020 04 
19 2.28000 02 1. 72040 06 -5. 8774D-02 
20 2.40000 02 1.64630 06 
21 2o5200D 02 1.55580 06 
-0.6174D 04 




22 2o64000 02 1o4lte80 06 -4, 4890D-02 
-0.1029D 05 
23 2. 7600D 02 1. 3253D 06 -1.912 5c-oz 
-0,11 b6D C5 
24 2.saooo 02 1,18540 06 -3,3004D-02 
-0.1303D 05 
25 3,00000 02 1, 02900 06 -2. 6682D-02 
-0.1441D 05 
26 3,1200D 02 8,5b09D 05 -2.03340-02 
27 3.2~00D 02 6,b676D 05 
28 3,36000 02 4.6097D 05 
29 3, 48000 02 Zo3872D 05 








COMPLETE RESPONSE, TI~E • 1.12250-03 
SH X COORD MOMENT SHEAR 
c. a o. a 
1.2ooao a1 8.02570 a5 
a.6688D a5 
a.6178D 05 
Y D I SP 
o.o 
-6.23950-02 
2.4aOOD 01 1,54390 06 -1.25C~D-a1 
~.6aaao a1 2.37190 06 
4.80000 01 3,25530 06 
6,aaOOO 01 3,865aD a6 
7.zoaoo a1 4.22520 a6 
8.4aaao a1 4.45910 06 
9. 6aoao a1 4. 74 520 06 
1.a800D·02 4.93140 06 
1a 1.2aooo 02 5.14140 a6 
·11 1.32aao a2 5.27540 a6 
12 1.44Cao 02 5.35350 a6 
13 1.56oao 02 5.42570 06 
14 1,68oao 02 5.46790 06 
15 1.80000 02 5.47130 06 
16 1.92000 02 5.46790 06 
o. 69000 05 
0,73620 05 
0. 50810 05 
o.30a1o 05 
0.19490 05 





o. 60190 04 
0.35180 04 

















17 2.04000 02 5.42570 06 -6.10690-01 
-0.60190 04 
18 2.16000 02 5.35350 06 -5~93140-01 
-o. 65050 04 
19 2.28000 02 5.27540 06 -5.68880-01 
-0.11160 05 
20 2.~taooo 02 5.14140 06 -s. 3a1zo-o1 
-o.175oo as 
21 2. 52000 02 4.93140 06 -5.01290-a1 
-0.15520 05 
22 2.64000 02 It, 74520 06 -4. 59a1D-01 
-0.23850 05 
23 2.76000 02 4.45910 06 -4.11840-01 
-0.19490 05 
24 2. 88000 02 4,22 52 0 06 -3.60640-01 
-a. 30010 05 
25 3.00000 02 3,86500 06 -3.05810-01 
-0.50810 05 
26 3.12000 02 3.25530 06 -2.4 776D-01 
-0.13620 05 
27 3.24000 02 2.37190 06 -1.87180-01 
-o. 690oo os 
28 3.36000 02 1.51t390 06 -1.2509D-01 
-0.61780 05 
29 ~.4800D 02 8.ozs7o os -6.23950-02 
-0.66880 05 
3C 3,60000 02 0,0 o.o 
CO~PLETE RESPONSE, TI~E • 2o05BaO-a3 
SH X COORD 
a a. a 
MOMENT 
a. a 
1.20000 01 1,09680 06 
SHEAR 
0.914ao a5 
o. 85990 05 
Y D ISP 
o.o 
-1.a8860-a1 
2 2.40000 01 2.12880 06 -2.17620-a1 
3.6aooo 01 3.11340 06 
4. 80000 01 4. 00330 06 
6,00000 01 4,7957C 06 
6 7.20000 01 5.33460 06 
a. 40ooo 01 5, 70180 06 
9.60000 01 6.02000 06 
9 1.08000 02 6.25790 06 
10 1.20000 02 6,38840 06 
11 1.32000 02 6,43310 06 
12 1.1t4000.02 6.47520 06 
1~ 1.56000 02 6,51640 06 
14 1. 68000 02 6. 56010 06 
15 1.80000 02 6.56260 06 
16 1. 92000 oz 6, 56010 06 
a.82a5o a5 
a. 74160 a5 
o. 66a3D a5 
0.44910 a5 
o.3a60D a5 
o. 26510 05 
Oo1982D a5 
o.1a880 a5 
a. 37240 a4 
a.35a4D a4 
a.3440D a4 
o. 36340 04 
0,21360 a3 














-1. a9aoo ao 
-1.a837D oa 
17 2.04000 .02 
18 2.16000 02 
6,5164 0 06 - o. 31t4 0if ci4 -1.065 00 00 
6,47520 06 -1.03420 00 
-o. 35a4o a4 
19 2.2soao a2 6,43~10 a6 -9.9191D-a1 
-a. 37240 a4 
20 2,40000 a2 6,3881tD 06 -9.38540-01 
-o. 10880 as 
21 2.52000 02 6.25790 06 -8.74610-01 
-0.19820 05 
22 2.64aOo .92 6,02000 06 -8.a1060-01 
-0.26510 a5 
23 2.76000 02 s. 70180 06 -7.18790-01 
-o. 3o6oo as 
24 2.8aooo 02 5,33460 06 
-0.4491 D 05 
25 3.00000 02 4,79570 06 -5.32030-01 
-a.66030 a5 
26 3.12000 02 4,00330 06 -4. 302 80-0 1 
-0.74160 05 
27 3.24000 02 3.11340 06 -3.25140-01 
-o.a2aso as 
28 3,36000 02 2.12880 06 -2.17620-01 
-0.85990 05 
29 3,48000 02 1.09680 06 -1,0886D-01 
""0. 91400 05 
30 3.60000 02 o.o a.o 
FAILURE DUE TO SHEAR AT X • · 1. 80000 01 
FAilUFE DUE TO SHEAR AT 3.42000 02 
FAilURE AT T !ME 3.04960-03 
CC~PlETE RESPONSE, TIME= 3 .0496D-03 
ST A X COORD 
0 o.o 
SHEAR Y OISP 
o.o 
1.20000 01 1.36640 06 
o. 11390 C6 
0.10310 06 
-1.55410-01 
2 2.40000 01 2.60380 06 -3.10420-01 
3,60000 01 
4 4. 80000 01 




o. 59410 05 
-6.13990-01 
6,00000 01 4o9876D 06 
o. 60010 05 
0,57670 05 
-1.60630-01 





6, 60620 06 
6. 84740 06 






10 1.20000 02 6.89150 06 -1.36150 00 
ll 1.32000 02 
12 1. 44-000 02 
13 1. 56000 02 
14 1.68000 02 
15 1. 80000 02 
16 -1.92000 02 





z. 16000 02 
2.28000 02 
2.40000 02 
2. 52000 02 
0.69230 03 







-o .2130o o1t 
1. G5C50 06. 











6. 847't0 06 
- o. 20100 05 
.-.1.50120 00 
-1. 5464D 00 





.. 1.43950 00 
-1.361~0 oc 
-1.21>730 00 
22. 2.64000 02 6,60620 06 











2. 88000 02 
3,00000 02 
3.12000 02 
~. 24000 02 
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